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1 Introduction

On July 10, 2020, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) announced a proposal to increase

the reporting threshold for Form 13F from $100 million to $3.5 billion.1 Form 13F was adopted in

1975 and required managers with more than $100 million under investment to report their equity

holdings on a quarterly basis. In the subsequent 45 years, the number of 13F filers increased 17-

fold to reach 5,089. Not surprisingly, given the drastic increase in reporting volume, there were

no systematic checks for accuracy, and no fines were assessed for erroneous data.2 Still, the plan

to raise the reporting threshold was ultimately abandoned, as it faced overwhelming pushback

from CEOs, hundreds of investment managers, major stock exchanges, institutional investors, and

academics.3 The pushback suggests that the investment community finds the reporting of 13F

holdings to be very valuable, despite potential reporting errors.

13F reports are useful for market participants for several reasons. Firm executives, for example,

want to know promptly who their shareholders are, especially to detect share build-up by activist

investors. The disclosure of holdings is also useful for fund managers, because it enables them

to front-run and copycat other investors (Cao, Du, Yang, and Zhang, 2021). That is why fund

managers often seek SEC permission to delay disclosure of “confidential holdings.” Agarwal, Jiang,

Tang, and Yang (2013, “AJTY” hereafter) and Aragon, Hertzel, and Shi (2013) find that such

confidential holdings by hedge funds are highly informative.

In addition to confidential filings, managers may also amend reports of holdings using 13F

restatements. We focus on hedge funds in our study because they are arguably the most informative

and have more incentives to avoid disclosure. In our sample of 1,673 hedge funds, restatements are as

common as confidential filings. We observe that 3.39% and 3.55% of 13F filings are restatements and

confidential filings, respectively. Yet such restatements by hedge funds have not been systematically

examined. Our paper fills this gap.

1Source: “Statement on the Proposal to Substantially Reduce 13F Reporting,” July 10, 2020, by SEC Commis-
sioner Allison Herren Lee.

2For instance, according to an SEC internal audit review in 2010, “as a general matter, apart from the review
of Form 13F as a result of an institutional investment manager’s request for confidential treatment of Form 13F
information, the majority of the monitoring or checking of this information by IM is performed only after a member
of the public notifies IM of an error in or problem with a Form 13F, or IM receives a referral from another SEC
division or office.” Source: Review of the SEC’s Section 13(f) Reporting Requirements, 2010, SEC Office of Inspector
General. Available at https://www.sec.gov/files/480.pdf.

3Source: “Hedge Funds’ SEC Reporting Loss Is Actually a Win,” by Aaron Brown, October 29, 2020, Bloomberg.
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In theory, restatements should be used to correct honest mistakes in prior filings. In practice,

hedge funds could also use restatements to correct prior strategically misreported holdings. For

instance, a fund manager may be gradually building up a trading position based on a short-lived

private signal. On the original filing date (required to be within 45 days after the previous quarter

end), he has not finished trading and therefore may misreport his holding to hide the trading

intention. Later on, the private signal is made public, then the manager files a restatement to

correct his initial misreporting. Given that the SEC does not systematically check the accuracy

of 13F filings, managers may view misreporting holdings during the period from the original filing

date to the restatement date as a relatively low-cost gambit.4 We include an anecdotal example in

Appendix A to illustrate a plausible strategic behavior.

Under the null hypothesis that restatements are only used to correct honest mistakes in prior

filings, these affected holdings should not be associated with abnormal returns. Our data show

the opposite. For example, new holdings revealed in restatements are associated with annualized

abnormal returns of 6.89 percent during the restatement period, which goes from the end of the

previous quarter to the restatement date or the end of the current quarter, whichever is earlier. We

find even higher annualized abnormal returns when we examine the subperiod from the original

filing date to the restatement date, consistent with the notion that managers are likely to gradually

build up positions without public notice. The magnitude of the abnormal returns is similar to

that of confidential holdings, suggesting that some hedge fund managers may use restatements

strategically as an alternative. However, unlike confidential filings, restatements do not require

prior SEC approval.

Unlike confidential filings, which only hide additions to the portfolio, managers can use restate-

ments to also hide reduced holdings. In this case, the manager reports inflated holdings on the

original report and reveals smaller holdings (a revision down) on the restatement. Such behavior

allows managers to hide partial liquidation in order to reduce the price impact on the remaining

holdings. Indeed, we find the affected holdings are associated with a significant abnormal annu-

4After an extensive online search, we were able to locate only one incidence of a penalty imposed by the SEC for
a Form 13F filing violation, when a hedge fund (Quattro Global Capital, LLC) failed to file its quarterly 13F form
for more than three years. The penalty in that case was $100,000. We have not found any incidence of penalties
related to 13F restatements. However, the absence of realized penalties for restatements does not imply that there is
no cost to the strategic use of restatements, because SEC enforcement actions can be retrospective.
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alized return of 13.44 percent from the original filing date to the restatement date. In contrast,

we do not find significant abnormal returns associated with holdings that are revised to zero on

the restatement date. This is not surprising. Managers are less concerned with revealing negative

signals if they no longer hold the relevant stocks. Restatements of this type are more likely to be

honest mistakes. We also find no significant abnormal returns associated with the restated holdings

of mutual funds and pension funds, consistent with the notion that these institutional investors are

less likely to possess private information and strategically hide their positions via restatements.

Furthermore, examining subsequent trading decisions on the restated holdings reveals a mean

reversion pattern: holdings that were revised down (up) are more likely to be bought (sold) in

the future. The pattern suggests that funds often misreport their holdings to hide temporary

deviations from a benchmark, and that such deviations are likely motivated by short-lived private

signals. Indeed, the restated holdings experience an abnormally large amount of firm information

disclosures during the period from the original filing date to the restatement date, suggesting that

restating managers may possess private information related to such disclosures. Once the private

information is released to the public, it loses value and misreported holdings are corrected.

The timing of restatement itself could be strategic as well. For example, funds could restate

their holdings to encourage copycat trading and to speed up price convergence. Were this the

case one would expect to see abnormal returns immediately following the restatement. Yet we do

not observe such abnormal returns associated with the restated holdings post-restatement. The

pattern is consistent with our conjecture that restatements are likely triggered by the expiration of

the private signal.

To clarify, while our results suggest that some hedge funds deliberately misreport their holdings

and make corrections using subsequent restatements, they do not imply that all restatements are

used to correct strategic misreporting. To further explore the heterogeneity among restatements,

we conjecture that restatements are more likely used to correct honest mistakes if (1) the prior

13F filing (which are filed at the investment company level) aggregates holdings across many funds

of the same hedge fund company, which is more error prone; (2) the restatement affects many

holdings, and therefore may reflect a systematic error such as double counting holdings of an entire

fund; and (3) the restatement contains small holding changes in relative dollar term. Indeed, if we
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remove such restatements from our sample, the abnormal returns to the restated holdings become

even stronger in the remaining restatements.

Using logistic regressions, we then study fund-quarter characteristics that predict the use of

restatements or confidential filings, respectively. Funds almost never use restatements and con-

fidential filings simultaneously in the same quarter. Younger funds and funds experiencing large

inflows are more likely to use restatements or confidential filings, consistent with such funds having

greater concerns of being front-run by competitors. Both types of actions are persistent. Interest-

ingly, heavy downloads of previous restatements by investors on the SEC EDGAR website reduce

the use of restatements, suggesting that managers employing restatements may want to avoid too

much attention from the market or the SEC.

Using stock-fund-quarter panels, we examine stock characteristics that are related to different

types of restated holdings. Restated holdings are more likely to be stocks with either no options

listed or very illiquid options. This is not surprising since, otherwise, hedge funds are better off

trading options given their embedded leverage.5 Restated holdings tend to be smaller stocks covered

by fewer analysts, about which hedge funds are more likely to possess private information. We find

recent winners (losers) are more likely to be revised up (down), consistent with the notion that

funds are trying to trade on momentum strategy quietly to minimize potential price impact. In

other words, restatement can be used to hide both firm-specific information or a specific trading

strategy. Interestingly, 13D filings by an activist hedge fund predict both confidential holdings and

“new” positions in a restatement, consistent with the fund attempting to quietly build up a stake

without attracting attention from the target firm until it reaches the five-percent 13D reporting

threshold. For this purpose, some activist funds are using restatements as a substitute for applying

for confidential treatment, which may not be approved by the SEC.

We capture the “value added” from restatements by computing a restatement return gap. Specif-

ically, at the end of each quarter for each fund, we construct two portfolios. The reported portfolio

contains holdings disclosed in the original filing. The true portfolio adjusts the reported holdings

for all subsequent restatements. The restatement return gap is the true portfolio return minus the

reported portfolio return over the next quarter. We then compute a similar return gap to capture

5Since short positions are not required to be disclosed on the 13F form, hedge funds can short call or put options
without revealing their trading intention.
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the value added from confidential filings.

While return gaps are positive on average for both restatements and confidential filings, neither

is significant. Nevertheless, we document fund characteristics that reliably predict positive return

gaps in the future. For example, restatements that represent large stakes are likely to be associated

with a positive return gap. In addition, we also find positive return gaps among funds frequently

using restatements in the past as well as funds whose confidential filings have been denied before.

The restatements of these funds are more likely to be used to correct earlier misreporting designed

to hide private information. Consistent with the notion that a positive return gap reflects the

skill of the fund managers, we find that it predicts future fund performance. Hedge funds with

positive restatement return gaps in one quarter outperform those with negative return gaps by

about 2% annually in the next quarter, after risk adjustments. The predictive power of the return

gap is also robust to controlling for fund and stock characteristics and holds among a subsample

of fund-quarters where the return gaps can be computed in real time. Moreover, investors respond

to a positive restatement return gap rationally by more heavily downloading the fund’s future

restatements and investing more money in the fund. Overall, the findings suggest that the value

derived from strategic misreporting of holdings is economically significant and that investors pay

attention to it.

Finally, we examine whether the commonly used Thomson Reuters (TR) 13F holdings take

into account restatements or confidential filings among hedge funds in our sample. To do that, we

compare the true hedge fund portfolio (corrected for restated or confidential holdings) using SEC

amendment filing data against the TR-reported portfolio to identify discrepancies. We find that

TR has not made all adjustments, but the discrepancies are not huge. As percentages of the total

dollar value of our hedge fund portfolios, they are, in the median 0.50 percent and 0.62 percent for

restatements and confidential filings, respectively. For more than 25% of fund-quarters, however,

they exceed 1 percent. While discrepancies due to confidential holdings have dropped to almost

zero since 2011, possibly due to the attention brought by AJTY, discrepancies due to restatements

remain relatively large.

Our study contributes to several branches of literature. First, the theoretical literature of dis-

closure has shown that corporations and investors disclose strategically given the costs of sharing
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proprietary information with competitors and the benefits of informing potential investors in the

market (e.g., Verrecchia, 1983; Vives, 1984; Diamond and Verrecchia, 1991; Fishman and Hagerty,

1989, 2003; Admati and Pfleiderer, 2000).6 Given the ease of following trading strategies, institu-

tional investors are particularly subject to the costs of front-running and copycatting when they

disclose their portfolio holdings (e.g., Frank, Poterba, Shackelford, and Shoven, 2004; Verbeek and

Wang, 2013; Phillips, Pukthuanthong, and Rau, 2018; Agarwal, Mullally, Tang, and Yang, 2015;

Shi, 2017; Cao, Du, Yang, and Zhang, 2021). Therefore, hedge funds have taken advantage of the

SEC’s 13F confidential treatment to hide their informative trades (e.g., Agarwal, Jiang, Tang, and

Yang, 2013; Aragon, Hertzel, and Shi, 2013). Our paper is the first to offer systematic evidence on

13F restatements and their strategic use by hedge funds. We compile a comprehensive database

of 13F restatements and show that, despite being intended as a means to correct honest disclosure

mistakes, restatements are extensively used by hedge funds to delay the disclosure of private in-

formation to the market. Since there is no guarantee that misreporting will always be corrected

by filing a restatement in the future, we believe that our paper actually underestimates the true

extent of strategic misreporting by hedge funds.

Also related to our paper are the studies of fraudulent and manipulative behavior among insti-

tutions, including consequences of financial misrepresentation (Karpoff, Lee, and Martin, 2008a,b),

misreporting in securitized loans (Griffin and Maturana, 2016), return smoothing and misreporting

by hedge funds (Bollen, and Pool, 2008, 2012), and prediction of investment fraud (Dimmock and

Gerken, 2012).7 We complement this line of research by studying another dimension of institutional

misreporting and strategic behavior in hedge funds’ use of 13F restatements.

Our paper also contributes to the sizeable literature on identifying skill from institutional in-

vestors’ holdings (e.g., Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and Wermers, 1997; Wermers, 2000; Kacperczyk,

Sialm, and Zheng, 2005, 2008; Cremers and Petajisto, 2009 on mutual funds, and Griffin and Xu,

2009; Aragon and Martin, 2012; Agarwal, Jiang, Tang, and Yang, 2013; and Aragon, Hertzel, and

Shi, 2013 on hedge funds). In this paper, we construct a new skill measure, the restatement return

gap, which captures the information difference between a fund and the market and show that this

6See also the surveys Verrecchia (2001), Leuz and Wysocki (2016), and Goldstein and Yang (2017) for more
complete descriptions of this literature.

7For a more complete discussion of the literature, we refer the reader to survey papers by Amiram, Bozanic,
Karpoff, Cox, Dupont, and Sloan (2018) and Griffin (2021).
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measure can predict future hedge fund returns.

Finally, our paper contributes to the understanding of 13F portfolio holdings data. The 13F

data has been important for academic researchers and investors (see the debate mentioned at

the beginning of the introduction). Therefore, the accuracy of such data has many implications.

Prior research (e.g., Ljungqvist, Malloy, and Marston, 2009; Ben-David, Franzoni, Landier, and

Moussawi, 2013) has shown that disclosure data can deviate from reality.8 We demonstrate that in-

portfolio holdings reported in 13F amendments (including restatements and confidential filings) are

largely uncaptured by the Thomson Reuters database, which is the standard database widely used

in academic research. We find that although the biases and errors in portfolio returns attributable to

the amendments vary significantly across funds, the average bias and error are small in magnitude,

reassuring researchers of the validity of prior findings.

2 Institutional Background and Data

2.1 Institutional background

According to Section 13(f) of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act, all institutional investment man-

agers (including foreign investors) that have investment discretion of $100 million or more in Section

13(f) securities (mostly publicly traded equity, but also convertible bonds and options) are required

to disclose their quarter-end holdings in these securities. The same rule requires institutional in-

vestment managers to amend their Form 13F filings. For example, upon either the denial of a

request for confidential treatment, or the expiration of a grant of confidential treatment, insti-

tutional investment managers should file amendments within six business days of said denial or

expiration. The economic consequences of this type of amendment have been well studied by the

prior literature (e.g., Agarwal, Jiang, Tang, and Yang, 2013; Aragon, Hertzel, and Shi, 2013).9

Amendments could also be filed for reasons not relating to confidential treatment. In particular,

8In studies of mutual fund fund-level holdings data (different from the 13F data, which are reported at the company
level and mandated for a larger set of institutional investors), Schwarz and Potter (2016) find that voluntarily reported
holdings data differ from those directly filed to the SEC.

9If an amendment is filed because of confidential treatment, then the following legend should be included at the
top of the Form 13F Cover Page: THIS FILING LISTS SECURITIES HOLDINGS REPORTED ON THE FORM
13F FILED ON (DATE) PURSUANT TO A REQUEST FOR CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT AND FOR WHICH
(THE REQUEST WAS DENIED/CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT EXPIRED) ON (DATE).
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if filers discover any error in any Form 13F that they previously filed with the Commission, they

should promptly amend their Form 13F filings. On the one hand, errors could arise if previously

filed Form 13F included incorrect information, e.g., misstated number of shares or fair market

value. In this case, filers must resubmit their entire filing, as corrected, to supersede their original

filing with the amended filing. On the other hand, if certain reportable securities are not listed

on the previously filed Form 13f filing, then an amendment should be filed that only includes the

securities that are being added. Such an amendment will supplement rather than supersede the

original filing.10

In this study, we take a conservative approach to identifying and differentiating between 13F

restatements and confidential filings. In Appendix B, we provide an example of the 13F Amendment

header. On the cover page, investment managers restate the original calendar quarter for which

the amendment is filed. To indicate the amendment type, the investment manager checks one of

the following two boxes: (1) “is a restatement”, or (2) “adds new holdings entries.” In our study,

we only categorize a 13F amendment as a restatement if the first box is checked.11

2.2 Data sources and sample construction

We study 13F filings by hedge fund companies from 1999 to 2018.12 We focus on hedge funds

companies in our study since they tend to be the most informative investment companies (e.g.,

Brunnermeier and Nagel, 2004; Griffin and Xu, 2009) and have more incentives to use restatements

strategically. Hedge funds are classified manually based on a number of sources, including com-

pany websites, Form ADV filings, industry directories and publications, and news article searches,

following AJTY.13

Our key data are from the original 13F filings and amendments to these filings. Following AJTY,

we directly retrieve both the original and the amended 13F filings (Forms 13F-HR and 13F-HR/A)

10The detailed SEC guidance for filing amendments is available at https://www.sec.gov/divisions/investment/
13ffaq.htm.

11When filing for confidential treatment, the investment company must check the second box (see also AJTY).
In this study, we exclude amendments in which the investment company checks neither box as those cases can be
ambiguous.

12We start our sample in 1999 because electronic 13F filings were first available on SEC EDGAR in 1999.
13We thank the authors of Cao, Du, Yang, and Zhang (2021) for sharing their hedge fund classification data.
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filed by hedge funds between March 1999 and June 2018 from the SEC’s EDGAR database.14 We

first use an automated program to process the holdings information on each filing and then we

manually check the data to ensure accuracy. The resulting sample has 42,303 original 13F filings

and 3,513 amended filings, of which 1,539 (1,614) are restatements (confidential filings).15 The

sample filings are filed by 1,673 hedge fund companies. We define all variables used in this study

in Appendix C.

Figure 1 plots the time-series trend of hedge funds’ use of restatements and confidential filings.

Overall, restatements are as common as confidential filings and both are distributed relatively

evenly over time. In addition, we observe a mildly decreasing trend in the frequency of both types

of amendments since the financial crisis, from around 6% to around 2% in more recent years.

[Insert Figure 1 Here]

Table 1 provides the summary statistics. Panel A reports the distribution of the delay (in

quarters) between the calendar quarter-end date and the filing date for restatements or confidential

filings. We further categorize restatements into two types: standalone and consecutive restatement.

If a single restatement is filed for a specific quarter, then it is classified as a standalone restatement.

If multiple restatements are filed for consecutive quarters on the same date, then they are classified

as consecutive restatements. Unlike confidential filings, 85% of which are filed more than one

quarter away from the quarter-end, about 65% of restatements are filed in the quarter right after the

quarter-end. Not surprisingly, between the two types of restatement filings, standalone restatements

are usually filed in a timelier manner. About 84% of standalone restatements are filed within one

quarter from the quarter-end date, whereas all consecutive restatements are filed at least one quarter

away from the quarter-end date.

Panel B of Table 1 summarizes the number of amendment filings filed by each hedge fund.

Not all hedge funds have filed an amendment. Only 34% (13%) of hedge funds have filed at least

one restatement (confidential filing). Six hedge funds have filed restatements more than 20 times.
14The SEC 13F holdings data are also available in WRDS SEC Analytics Suite. However, the data are complete

only for the period after June 2013 on WRDS.
15Starting in 2013, investment companies can report background information or reasons for filing a restatement

using the “additionalInformation” field in the 13F form. We parsed this field for all 13F filings and found that
there are only 90 restatements in our sample with such background information. Reasons provided include “printer
formatting error,” “clerical error,” “wrong file was uploaded,” and “data lost.” Our main results remain qualitatively
unchanged after excluding these 90 restatements. We thank Tanja Kirmse for bringing this field to our attention.
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Excluding these frequent restatement users in our subsequent analyses does not change our results

qualitatively.

In terms of the number of stock holdings reported on 13F filings, Panel C suggests that, on

average, there are 116 stocks on the original 13F filing, 81 stocks on the restatement, and 20 stocks

on the confidential filing. We further categorize stock holdings included in the restatement (i.e.,

restated holdings) into four different groups after comparing the number of split-adjusted shares

reported on the restatement with the one reported on the corresponding original filing. When a

stock holding is included in both the restatement and original filings, it is classified as a revision up

(down)-type restated holding if the number of shares is greater (smaller) on the restatement than on

the original filing. When a stock holding is only reported on the restatement (original filing), then

it is classified as a new (complete revision down)-type restated holding. After separating different

types of restated holdings, we find that hedge funds include more new and revision up-type restated

holdings in their restatement filings.

In Panel D, we report the summary statistics about the dollar value of 13F filings, which is

calculated as the dollar value of all stock positions on a filing. Similar to Panel C, on average,

restatements have a higher dollar value than confidential filings. Finally, we calculate the dollar

stake of both types of 13F amendments. The dollar stake of restatement (confidential filing)

is defined as the proportion of 13F portfolio’s quarterly trading volume contributed by restated

holdings (confidential holdings).16 Results in Panel E suggest that restatements, on average, have

large dollar stake. In particular, restated holdings on a median restatement contribute to about

20% of the corresponding 13F portfolio’s quarterly trading volume whereas a median confidential

filing contributes to less than 4% of the overall portfolio trading volume.17

[Insert Table 1 Here]

16The trading volume is implied by the quarterly holding changes as disclosed on 13F. We calculate quarterly
trading volume as the sum of absolute changes in the dollar values of all stock holdings from the prior quarter to the
current quarter.

17If a restatement does not include a certain type of restated holding, then we report zero to the number of stock
holdings (Panel C), dollar value (Panel D) and dollar stake (Panel E) for that type of restated holding.
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3 Strategic Use of Restatement Filings

The SEC allows restatements of 13F filings as a means to correct “honest” mistakes. However,

given the limited oversight over 13F filings in general (as discussed in Section 1), hedge funds may

have incentives to use 13F restatements to hide and delay the disclosure of certain positions. In this

section, we present evidence for and discuss the implications of the strategic use of restatements.

3.1 Abnormal returns of restated holdings

Hedge funds may have incentives to hide private information to prevent front-running by other

investors (e.g., AJTY; Shi, 2017; Cao, Du, Yang, and Zhang, 2021). One way to distinguish

strategic from honest use of restatements is to examine the abnormal returns associated with

restated holdings over the period when these holdings are misreported. Honest mistakes should

be uncorrelated with returns while hidden private information should imply significant abnormal

returns.18

When a hedge fund files a restatement for holdings in quarter t, the restated positions are

hidden from investors during the restatement period, which is defined as the period from the end of

quarter t to the restatement date, which is the earlier of two dates: (1) the restatement 13F filing

date or (2) the end of quarter t+ 1. The restatement period is further divided into two sub-periods

by the filing date of the original 13F filing for quarter t (which is required within 45 days after the

end of quarter t). Figure 2 illustrates the restatement period as well as the two sub-periods. In the

first sub-period, all holdings are hidden from the public, while in the second sub-period, only the

restated holdings are misreported.

As shown in Panel B of Table 1, 65% of all restatements occur in the same quarter as the

original filing and therefore belong to the first case (Panel A of Figure 2). For the remaining

35% of restatements, which occur in subsequent quarters, we end the restatement period at the

end of quarter t + 1 (Panel B of Figure 2). We do this for conservative reasons, as misreporting

18It is also possible that hedge funds may routinely add random noises to their original reported holdings and
correct such noises with subsequent restatements, in an effort to discourage front-running or copycat trading. Such
regular misreporting and restatement behavior runs the risk of drawing SEC’s attention. More importantly, as long
as the “noise” is random, the restated holding should not be associated with an abnormal return.
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could be corrected before the restatement.19 Panel A of Figure 2 also describes the timeline of

one potential type of hedge fund strategy. During quarter t, the hedge fund acquired a short-lived

private signal and immediately started trading.20 To minimize the price impact, the fund traded

the stock gradually and by the time of the original filing date in quarter t+1, it still hadn’t finished

trading. The fund would then have an incentive to misreport on the original filing date. When

the short-lived private signal is released to the market (in the form of an earnings announcement

or other public information disclosure), the fund then filed a restatement to correct its initial

misreporting.

[Insert Figure 2 Here]

We include an anecdotal example in Appendix A to illustrate the restatement timeline. As

shown by Figure A.1, on October 9, 2014, Fund B (name anonymized) filed its original 13F filing to

report its holdings at the end of September 30, 2014. According to this filing, Fund B did not hold

any share of Brookfield Asset Management (Brookfield hereafter). On December 1, 2014, Fund

B filed a restatement to disclose its holding of 6,889,525 shares of Brookfield, which was the only

position Fund B amended on the restatement. There are a few Brookfield-related events happening

between the original and restatement filing dates. For example, on October 23, 2014, Brookfield

announced that it made an offer to acquire 31.2% stake in Brookfield Residential Properties Inc.

(NYSE: BRP) for approximately $850 million in cash. And on November 7, 2014, Brookfield

declared its quarterly dividends to its shareholders and reported its earnings results for the period

ended September 30, 2014. We notice from Figure A.2 that Brookfield’s stock price increased

steadily during the period between the original and restatement filing dates, which is the sub-

period 2 we defined previously.

Such strategic behavior would predict (1) abnormal returns on restated holdings (in the direc-

tion of the restatement) during the restatement period (sub-period 2 in particular), and (2) that

restated holdings are subject to the disclosure of more public information during sub-period 2.

19For example, via the original filing in quarter t + 2. Our main results hold similarly if we only examine the 65%
of all restatements that occur in the same quarter as the original filing.

20Hedge funds could also trade on the signal using options instead. Indeed, our subsequent analyses suggest that
restated stocks are more likely to be those without options or those with very illiquid options. In addition, hedge
funds also need to report their option holdings in 13F filings, though we do not examine them in the paper.
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To measure abnormal returns, we calculate Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and Wermers (1997,

“DGTW” hereafter) benchmark-adjusted returns. In particular, we form 125 portfolios at the end

of June of each year using all common stocks listed on the NYSE, Amex, and NASDAQ after

performing a three-way quintile sorting along the size (using the NYSE size quintile), book-to-

market ratio, and momentum dimensions. The daily abnormal return of a given stock is the return

in excess of that of the benchmark portfolio it belongs to.21 We assess the performance of restated

holdings by comparing their abnormal returns during the restatement period to those of the original

holdings of the same institution during the same period of time.

Table 2 reports the value-weighted abnormal returns of the original and restatement portfolios

separately, as well as their differences. We multiply −1 to the abnormal return of the restated

holding if it is a revision down or complete revision down-type holding, because hedge fund man-

agers file restatements to hide stock sales. The results provide strong evidence that restatement

portfolios exhibit higher benchmark-adjusted returns than the matched original portfolios over the

restatement period as well as the two sub-periods. The differences are statistically significant at

the 10% level or better. For example, we find that, by trading the restatement portfolio for the

entire restatement period, on average, investors would obtain annualized benchmark-adjusted re-

turns of 6.124%, which is 5.668% higher than the returns to the matched original portfolio. Using

the original portfolio as a benchmark accounts for the possibility that an average stock held by a

hedge fund in our sample could display positive abnormal returns simply due to managerial skill.

After we break the restatement period into two sub-periods, we find that restatement portfolios’

value-weighted annualized benchmark-adjusted returns for both sub-periods, on average, are signif-

icantly positive. In particular, by trading the restatement portfolio in the second sub-period when

the restated holdings are hidden from the public, investors would make value-weighted annualized

benchmark-adjusted returns of 8.350%, which is 7.714% higher than the returns to the matched

original portfolio during the same period. Then, we separately examine the return performance of

different types of restated holdings. In particular, we re-construct restatement portfolios so that

they contain four types of restated holdings one at a time. The results in Panel A of Table 3

show that the abnormal returns to restatement portfolios concentrate on the revision down and

21In the Internet Appendix, we also computed an alternative abnormal return based on Carhart (1997) four-factor
model and we find that our portfolio analysis results are qualitatively unchanged.
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new-type restated holdings, which suggests that restatements can be used strategically to hide both

negative and positive private information. In contrast, confidential holdings can only be used to

hide positive private information as the fund quietly builds up a position.

[Insert Table 2 Here]

The presence of superior returns suggests that restated holdings are more informed than original

holdings, supporting the strategic behavior described in Panel A of Figure 2. In that case, the

restatement could be triggered by a public information disclosure, upon which the private signal

loses value and there is no longer an incentive to misreport. Alternatively, the timing of restatement

itself could be strategic as well. For example, the fund may use restatement to prompt copycatting

after completing the accumulation of their positions, thereby speeding up price convergence. In

this case, one would also expect to see abnormal returns during the post-restatement period, which

is defined as the period from the restatement date to the end of quarter t+ 2. In contrast, if hedge

fund managers file restatements after they complete trading on the private information, then we

expect no abnormal returns during the post-restatement period. The latter pattern is what we find

in Table 2. For example, if investors continue holding the restatement portfolio during the post-

restatement period, the annualized benchmark-adjusted return is -0.310%, which is statistically

insignificant from zero.

To provide some further evidence that the abnormal returns to the restatement portfolio result

from hedge fund managers’ strategically misreporting their holdings, we conduct an array of cross-

sectional analyses. We conjecture that hedge funds managers are more likely to file restatements

to correct their honest mistakes in the following three situations. First, if errors occur due to

clerical errors or technical glitches, then it will affect most of the holdings included in the same

13F filing. Second, hedge fund managers are unlikely to strategically misreport their positions in

certain stocks if the dollar stake of the positions is not substantial. Finally, 13F filings are prepared

at the investment company level. An error is, therefore, more likely to occur if the 13F filing

includes holdings aggregated from many hedge funds. To examine the above three situations, we

partition the restatement portfolios accordingly based on (1) the number of restated holdings, (2)

whether there is at least one restated holding that reflects a substantial change of which dollar

value exceeds 0.5% of the corresponding 13F portfolio’s quarterly trading volume implied from its
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quarterly holding changes, and (3) the number of hedge funds (under the same company) whose

holdings are included in the same 13F filing.22

The results are reported in Panel B to Panel D of Table 3. Consistent with our expectations,

we find higher abnormal returns to the restatement portfolio, especially during the second sub-

period when (1) there are fewer holdings restated (Panel B), (2) there is at least one restated

holding with substantial dollar stake (Panel C), and (3) the 13F filing aggregates holdings across

a smaller number of hedge funds (Panel D). For example, when there are less than 11 restated

holdings (i.e., below median), the annualized value-weighted DGTW benchmark-adjusted return

to the restatement portfolio is 15.983% (12.969%) during the second sub-period (full restatement

period), which is 15.493% (12.608%) higher than the abnormal return to the restatement portfolio

containing more restated holdings. Both differences are statistically significant at 10% level.

[Insert Table 3 Here]

A potential reverse causality story goes as follows: the misreporting on the original filing

day was an honest mistake, and extreme returns during sub-period 2 brought these mistakes to

managers’ attention and led to the restatement. First, such a story does not explain why the

extreme return during sub-period 2 is in the direction of restatement, especially for downward

revisions.23 Second, we confirm that our return results are robust to excluding restated holdings

with extreme returns during sub-period 2. Finally, the “honest mistake” interpretation does not

square well with our subsequent results that the value added from restatements actually predicts

future fund performance, inflow, and more downloads of restatements.

Although we focus on hedge funds throughout the paper, we conduct a placebo test with

holdings restated by mutual funds and pension funds. We identify mutual funds and pension funds

following the classifications of 13F institutions in AJTY. In Table IA2 of the Internet Appendix, we

analyze the abnormal returns to their original and restatement portfolios during the restatement

periods. We find essentially no significant abnormal returns of the restated portfolios of mutual
22Based on the information from four major hedge fund databases (Eurekahedge, Hedge Fund Research (HFR),

Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI), and Tremont Advisory Shareholder Services (TASS, now Lipper)), we
manage to manually match the parent companies of hedge funds to a subset of investment companies in our sample.
The number of hedge funds under the same 13F company is only available for this subsample. As a result, the number
of restatement portfolios examined is smaller for this partition.

23For upward revisions, it is possible that a large positive return makes a previously small holding much bigger
and salient.
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funds and pension funds during the restatement periods.24 These insignificant returns suggest

that, unlike hedge funds, mutual funds and pension funds are less likely to misstate their portfolios

and use restatements strategically in their disclosures, consistent with the notion that hedge funds

possess more private information and have greater incentives to hide their positions and strategies.

3.2 Subsequent information event intensity

If a restatement is indeed filed to exploit hedge fund managers’ private information, then we would

expect that, relative to original holdings, restated holdings should experience more information

events during the restatement period. To exploit this idea, we compare the information event

intensities associated with original and restated holdings.

We obtain information event data from Capital IQ’s Key Development database. Because the

data coverage in this database starts in 2002, we restrict our analysis in this subsection to the post-

2002 period. Following Edmans, Goncalves-Pinto, Groen-Xu, and Wang (2018), we only retain

information events generated from within the firm, i.e., those sourced from company websites,

newswires that disseminate corporate press releases (e.g., Business Wire, PR Newswire, Market

Wire, and GlobeNewswire), SEC filings, and the Capital IQ transactions database (e.g., M&A

announcements, debt issuances, and share buybacks). In a sense, we are underestimating public

information disclosure as the information can also be conveyed by the news media or via disclosure

by competitors.

A stock holding is considered to have experienced an information event at date t if there

is at least one information event identified from the Key Development database on that date.

The information event intensity is then defined as the percentage of stock holdings experiencing

information events. In particular, for each portfolio, we first calculate the percentage of stock

holdings experiencing information event at date t. And then, we calculate the mean percentage of

stock holdings experiencing information events during the restatement period as well as during the

two sub-periods. Finally, we take the average of the previously-computed mean percentage across

different portfolios and report the results in Table 4.

Although restated holdings experience slightly fewer information events during the whole re-

24The only exception is that mutual funds generate negative abnormal returns in their restated holdings during
the first sub-period.
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statement period than do original holdings, after we break the restatement period into two sub-

periods, we find that restated holdings experience more information events during the second sub-

period when restated holdings are yet to be reported. In particular, on a typical date during

the second sub-period, the Key Development database identifies an information event for 5.8%

of restated holdings and 1.8% of original holdings. The difference is significant at the 1% level.

We further examine information event intensities for four different types of restated holdings and

separately compare them with the information event intensity for original holdings. Similar pat-

terns are documented. In particular, all types of restated holdings experience significantly more

information events during the second restatement sub-period, suggesting that hedge funds may use

restatements to protect their private information about corporate events until public information

disclosure prompts the restatement.

[Insert Table 4 Here]

In untabulated analyses, we also show that the information events for revision-down and com-

plete revision-down (revision-up and new) restated holdings are more likely to convey bad news

(good news).25 This is consistent with the idea that funds strategically conceal their trades when

they possess private information that has not been revealed to the market.

3.3 Subsequent trading decisions

Having established that restatement decisions involve substantial private information, we study

the subsequent trading decisions of restating funds to understand the nature and duration of such

information.

To determine the trading decision, we compare each stock position at the current quarter-end

to that of the same stock by the same hedge fund at the subsequent quarter-end and classify a net

increase (decrease) in shares as a buy (sell). In terms of sell, we further differentiate the trading

decisions between partial sale and liquidation depending on whether the hedge fund still holds

some shares of the same stock in the subsequent quarter. Finally, if the hedge fund holds the same

25We define an event to be a good (bad) news event if the [-1,1] 3-day accumulative abnormal return around the
event is positive (negative).
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number of shares of the stock at the end of both the current and subsequent quarters, the trading

decision is categorized as a hold.

Table 5 reports and compares the trading decisions for original, restated, and confidential

holdings. The results suggest that hedge funds are more likely to continue building up their trading

positions in restated and confidential holdings than in original holdings. In particular, we find that

hedge funds continue to acquire shares of 40.69% of restated holdings and 32.02% of confidential

holdings in the next quarter, whereas we only observe an increase in the number of shares for

28.94% of original holdings.

We also examine hedge funds’ trading decisions separately for different types of restated holdings

and find that investors are more likely to reverse their trading positions in restated holdings in the

subsequent quarter. For example, more than half, 56.79%, of revision up-type restated holdings

experience selling in the subsequent quarter. Similarly, 59.18% of new-type restated holdings are

sold in the subsequent quarter. In contrast, hedge funds choose to buy back 50.56% of stock

holdings that they revise down in the current quarter. The pattern suggests that restatement is

often used to “hide” temporary deviations from a benchmark weight and that such deviations are

likely motivated by short-lived private signals.

[Insert Table 5 Here]

3.4 Characteristics of funds making amendment filings

The strategic decision to file 13F amendments, including restatements and confidential filings,

should be related to the characteristics of the investment companies that do so (e.g., AJTY; Aragon,

Hertzel, and Shi, 2013). Honest restatements should be quasi-random and not related to fund

characteristics, except perhaps through the quality of internal controls (Cassar and Gerakos, 2010).

In this section, we consider the determinants of 13F amendment filings and study the strategic

motives of hedge funds in filing them.

Panel A of Table 6 reports the distribution of funds’ decisions to file restatements and confi-

dential filings. Among 42,297 fund-quarters in our sample, we observe 1,319 (880) fund-quarters in

which hedge funds file a restatement (confidential filing) only. In 141 fund-quarters, hedge funds file

both restatements and confidential filings. Given that the latter case is relatively rare, we exclude
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it from our subsequent analyses in this section.26

Following AJTY, we include a number of hedge fund characteristics in our analyses to capture

the degree of active portfolio management as well as the market impact of the institution. Age is the

number of years since the institution’s first appearance on Thomson Reuters. Portsize is the total

equity portfolio size of the institution calculated as the market value of its quarter-end holdings.

Turnover is the inter-quarter portfolio turnover rate calculated as the lesser of purchases and sales

divided by the average portfolio size of the last and current quarters. PortHHI is the Herfindahl

index of the portfolio, calculated from the market value of each component stock. PortRet is the

monthly average return on the portfolio during the quarter, while PortVol is the monthly portfolio

return volatility during the prior 12 months ending at the quarter-end, Flow is the change in total

portfolio value between two consecutive quarters, net of the increase due to returns, scaled by the

portfolio size at the previous quarter-end. That is

Flowi,t = PortSizei,t − PortSizei,t−1(1 + PortReti,t)
PortSizei,t−1

Additionally, to examine if hedge funds consistently file amendment 13F filings, we include in

our analysis the numbers of restatement and confidential filings filed previously by the same fund

(i.e., N_PriorRest and N_PriorConf ). Furthermore, we include a set of variables to gauge if

attention from outside investors and regulators affects funds’ choice of filing an amendment filing.

N_Download_Org (N_Download_Rest, N_Download_Conf ) is the number of times previously-

filed original (restatement, confidential) 13F filings were downloaded from the EDGAR database.

Conf_Denial is an indicator which equals one if at least one of the previously-filed confidential

filings has been denied by the SEC. Finally, we evaluate the extent to which hedge fund activism

affects its filing choice of amendments by including an indicator HF_Activism which equals one if

the hedge fund files a 13D filing in the same quarter as the original 13F filing.27

We resort to the following multinomial logistic regression model to relate the characteristics of

26Untabulated results are qualitatively similar if we include this case in the sample.
27We thank the authors of Brav, Jiang, Partnoy, and Thomas (2008) and Bebchuk, Brav, and Jiang (2015) for

sharing the data on hedge fund activism.
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hedge funds to their filing choice of amendments:

Amendi,t = (βInstChari,t + λt + εi,t > 0), (1)

where Amendi,t is either Resti,t or CFi,t, an indicator variable for the existence of a restatement or a

confidential filing in fund-quarter (i, t). We run the above regression simultaneously for restatements

and confidential filings and then compare the coefficients between the two regressions.

Regression estimates are reported in Panel B of Table 6. In terms of determinants of restatement

filings, we find that fund flow (Flow) is positively associated with more frequent restatement filings.

The finding is consistent with the notion that funds experiencing frequent flows worry more about

the price impact of their trades and have stronger incentives to trade “quietly.” After controlling

for size and other fund characteristics, fund age is inversely related to the likelihood of restatement

filing, potentially due to concerns over reputation risk. Additionally, hedge funds who have filed

restatement (confidential) filings previously are found to be more (less) likely to file restatements in

the future. Moreover, we find that outside investors’ attention, proxied by the number of downloads

of previous restatement filings, could deter hedge funds from attempting to hide their trading

positions through restatement filings.

Hennes, Leone and Miller (2008) highlight the importance of differentiating errors and irreg-

ularities in accounting restatements. Dimmock and Gerken (2012) examine predictors of fraud

by investment managers. Motivated by these earlier studies, we also examine a potential way to

separate misreportings due to strategic motivation from those due to honest mistakes. Following

Amiram, Bozanic, and Rouen (2015), we examine how the aggregate empirical distribution of

numbers reported on the original and amendment 13F filings conforms to Benford’s Law.28 That

is, we measure the frequency of the first digits of reported number of shares for each 13F filing

and calculate the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) between the observed frequency and theoretical

frequency suggested by Benford’s Law. A larger MAD suggests that the reported number of shares
28Benford’s Law is a mathematical property discovered in 1881 by astronomer Simon Newcomb, who noticed that

the earlier pages in books of logarithms were more worn than the latter pages. He inferred from this observation that
scientists looked up smaller digits more often than larger digits and determined that the probability that a number
has a first digit, d, is:

P (d) = log10(d + 1) − log10(d).
Amiram, Bozanic, and Rouen (2015) find that the restated financial statement numbers firms report more closely
conform to Benford’s Law.
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are more likely to be manipulated. In an untabulated analysis, we indeed find that, when a hedge

fund files an amendment, theMAD is larger on the original 13F filing than on the amendment filing.

However, the coefficient of the MAD is not significant if we include it in the regression analysis of

Panel B Table 6.

Results regarding determinants of confidential filings are largely consistent with the findings in

AJTY. For example, funds with greater turnover and portfolio concentration are more likely to file

confidential filings while both characteristics are insignificant in explaining the use of restatements.

Among the additional variables examined, we find evidence that a hedge fund’s choice of amendment

type is consistent. Hedge funds that filed confidential filings previously are more likely to file

confidential filings in the future. Moreover, if previously filed confidential filings have been denied

by the SEC, then hedge funds are more cautious and therefore less likely to file confidential filings.

Similarly, if outside investors paid more attention to a fund’s previous restatement filings, that hedge

fund is more likely to file confidential filings in the future, possibly as substitutes for restatements.

Finally, the activism dummy is significant, suggesting that activist funds often use confidential

filings to build up a large position in the target secretly.

[Insert Table 6 Here]

3.5 Characteristics of the amended holdings

We next examine the characteristics of stocks that are affected by amendment filings. This analysis

is conducted on a stock-fund-quarter panel. Unlike confidential holdings, restated holdings have

different types (revision up, revision down, new, and complete revision down) and each type may

be associated with different stock characteristics. The stock-level analysis therefore allows us to

gain more insight into potential strategic motivations behind restatements.

Following AJTY, we consider the following stock characteristics in our analysis. ME is the

market capitalization at the end of the quarter. BM is the firm’s book-to-market ratio. We control

for momentum by including Adj. Past Return, which is the stock return during the 12 months prior

to the quarter-end adjusted by the CRSP value-weighted market return. We adopt a variant of the

Amihud (2002) illiquidity measure as a proxy for trading liquidity (Illiquidity). We compute this

measure as the yearly average of the square root of |return|/(price × volume), a ratio calculated
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using daily data from the CRSP database. We measure analyst coverage of a firm as the number of

analysts issuing at least one forecast or recommendation on the firm during the year in the I/B/E/S

database (Analyst). We proxy for the probability of financial distress with the distance to default

(DtD). This measure is motivated by Merton (1974) bond pricing model and estimated for each

firm at the end of each year following the procedure outlined in Vassalou and Xing (2004). We

create an indicator, DD, which equals one if DtD is smaller than 1.64. We measure Volatility by

the standard deviation of the returns for the past 36 months of stock returns. We also create an

indicator Activism which equals one if the same stock holding is included in a 13D filing, which

is filed in the same quarter as the original 13F filing. Finally, to control for the impact of option

trading, we calculate the average daily option trading volume during the 12-month period ending

at the beginning of the current quarter and we add OptVolume as an additional control in the

regression analysis.

We estimate the following logistic regression to understand the determinants of different types

of amendment holdings:

AmendStocki,j,t = (StockChari,j,t + αt + δInd + εi,j,t > 0), (2)

where AmendStocki,j,t is a dummy variable equal to one if stock j is categorized as a certain type

of amended holding and is included in institution i’s portfolio at the end of quarter t. Besides the

stock characteristics we discussed above, we also include quarterly dummies (αt) to control for time

fixed effects and Fama and French (1997) dummies (δInd) to control for industry fixed effects in

the regression.

We report results in Table 7. Several interesting patterns surface. First, restated and confiden-

tial holdings generally tend to be smaller stocks covered by fewer analysts, suggesting that hedge

funds are more likely to possess private information about them. Second, increased holdings tend to

be past winners while decreased holdings tend to be past losers, consistent with the view that funds

are trying to trade on momentum strategy quietly to minimize potential price impacts. Third, once

we separate different types of restated holdings, we find a positive and significant relation between

the activism dummy and the new holding, suggesting that activist funds also use restatements to

build up a large position in the target. Finally, we find that hedge fund managers are more likely to
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include stocks on their amendment 13F filings if those stocks do not have an active option trading

market which could have offered alternative ways to conceal their trades.

[Insert Table 7 Here]

4 Amendment, Manager Skill and Fund Alpha

So far, we have provided empirical evidence that restatements are often used strategically by hedge

funds, sometimes as substitutes for confidential filings, to temporarily hide their trading intentions.

Given the use of restatements or confidential filings, the 13F portfolio observed by investors

on the original filing date is different from the “true” portfolio that the fund actually holds. A

return gap, defined as the return difference between the true and observed portfolios during the

subsequent quarter, therefore measures the added value coming from the amendment filing. In this

section, we examine these return gaps and their determinants. To the extent that a positive return

gap indicates managerial skills, we test whether it predicts future hedge fund performance and how

investors respond to an observed positive return gap.

4.1 Return gap of 13F amendments

We measure the return gap to capture fund returns that can be attributed to the differences between

the true and observed 13F portfolios due to restatements or confidential filings. Our measure is

similar in spirit to the one proposed in Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng (2008), which captures mutual

fund returns attributed to intra-quarter trades that occur between adjacent quarterly holdings

reports.

For each fund-quarter (i, t), we calculate Original Return as the value-weighted quarterly port-

folio return based on the original 13F portfolio holdings at quarter end t − 1. We also calculate

True Return as the value-weighted return based on the true portfolio at quarter end t− 1 that in-

corporates holdings reported in subsequent restatements or confidential filings. We then calculate

Raw Return Gap as True Return minus Original Return. Similarly, we define DGTW benchmark-

adjusted return gap as the differences in the DGTW-adjusted returns between the true and original

portfolios. To clarify, these return gaps isolate the contribution to fund performance from misre-
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ported or confidential holdings. They underestimate the fund’s overall trading skill which also

appears in the return of its original portfolio. Table 8 reports the mean statistics of returns of the

true and original portfolios as well as the return gap.

The mean annualized Raw Return Gap attributed to restatements alone is 0.72% (column 2

of Table 8). The mean annualized DGTW-benchmark adjusted return gap is 0.60%. Results are

qualitatively similar when the return gap is attributed to confidential filings alone (column 3).29

Although return gaps are on average positive, they are statistically indifferent from zero. The

insignificant mean return gaps across all hedge funds are similar to the results in Kacperczyk,

Sialm, and Zheng (2008) and may hide substantial cross-sectional variation, which we will examine

next.

[Insert Table 8 Here]

4.2 Determinants of positive amendment return gaps

Since positive return gaps are likely indicative of a fund manager’s skill, we examine fund and stock

characteristics that can predict positive return gaps by estimating a logistic regression. In addition

to the control variables used in Tables 6 and 7, we also include the following (lagged) variables:

% Amend Stocks is the number of restated or confidential holdings as a percentage of the total

portfolio. % Amend Value is the market value of restated or confidential holdings as a percentage

of the value of the total portfolio. Avg. Amend Position is the average number of shares of restated

or confidential holdings as a percentage of shares outstanding. Large_Stake is an indicator which

equals one if there is at least one restated or confidential holding of which market value is at least

0.5% of the market value of the total portfolio. We also include year-quarter fixed effects in the

regressions.

Table 9 reports the results of the logistic regressions. When the return gap is resulted from the

restatement, we are more likely to observe a positive return gap if there is at least one large-stake

holding on the restatement filing. In addition, there is some evidence that positive return gaps are

more likely to be found among funds who frequently filed restatements in the past and funds whose

29While confidential holdings are clearly used to protect the value of private information, such information could
take much longer to be incorporated into the stock price, and therefore may not be fully captured by the next-quarter
return.
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confidential filings have been denied before. These funds are more likely to use restatements for

strategic reasons to hide private information that results in the positive return gap.

When the return gap is resulted from the confidential filing, we find that confidential filings

with illiquid holdings tend to generate a positive return gap, consistent with the notion that such

holdings may be subject to higher information asymmetry and hedge funds are more likely to

possess private information about them.

[Insert Table 9 Here]

4.3 Amendment return gap and future performance

Amendment return gaps capture the extent of private information hidden by the amendment filings

and thus reflect the hedge fund managers’ skills in procuring private information or processing public

information. Given that such skills are likely to be consistent over time, the return gaps have the

potential to predict future returns.

To examine the predictability of hedge fund performance by past amendment gaps, we first

divide our sample of hedge funds into three groups based on the signs of the (lagged) amendment

return gap measure, i.e., groups with a positive gap, zero gap, and a negative gap. The hypothesis

is that funds with positive return gaps file amendments (restatement or confidential filings) strate-

gically to hide truly informative trades and thus are more likely to have higher future performance.

Table 10 reports the comparison of hedge fund performance among the three groups. We use

both the returns reported to commercial databases (including Eurikahedge, HFR, and TASS) and

Fung and Hsieh (2001) eight-factor alphas to measure hedge fund performance. Panel A shows

that hedge funds with positive restatement raw return gaps outperform those with negative return

gaps by 16.3 bps per month or 1.96% annually, after adjusting for the Fung and Hsieh (2001) hedge

fund risk factors. The performance difference is also statistically significant at the 5% level. The

results using DGTW-adjusted return gaps are quantitatively similar. Panel B shows similar results

for funds with positive and negative confidential filing return gaps, albeit with slightly smaller

performance spreads.

The return difference found in Panel A may not always generate a tradeable strategy for

investors, because the calculation of return gap measures for quarter t− 1 requires the knowledge
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of restatement holdings, which may not always be disclosed by the end of quarter t− 1. Therefore,

in Panel C, we consider the subsample of funds with standalone restatements that are disclosed

within one quarter after the holdings date. Investors can thus calculate return gap measures in

quarter t − 1 for funds in this sample and make investment decisions by the beginning of quarter

t+ 1. Panel C shows that a long-short strategy that longs positive gap funds and shorts negative

gap funds generates a statistically significant return of 17.3 bps per month, or 2.06% annually.

[Insert Table 10 Here]

The above results suggest that positive restatement return gaps potentially capture hedge fund

managers’ skill. To rule out the possibility that such findings are driven by other fund or holdings

characteristics, we estimate the following multivariate regression,

Returni,t = βD_Positive_Gapi,t−1 + γXi,t−1 + εi,t, (3)

where i and t indicate fund and quarter, respectively. D_Positive_Gap is the variable that equals

0.5 for funds with a positive return gap, -0.5 with a negative return gap, and 0 otherwise. X includes

a number of fund characteristics, such as fund age and size, and fund-level holdings characteristics

(equally weighted at the holdings level), such as the average holdings size, book-to-market ratio,

and so on. We estimate Equation (3) using the Fama-MacBeth approach, to eliminate concerns

about time-series correlations of predictors and errors.

Table 11 shows that positive return gaps can predict hedge fund returns consistently, even after

controlling for a host of fund and holdings characteristics. For example, the change from a negative

return gap to a positive return gap leads to a 15.4 bps increase in monthly eight-factor hedge fund

alphas, or 1.85% in annual terms. The results are robust to using DGTW-based and four-factor

alpha-based return gaps. The results also hold for restatements and confidential filings, suggesting

both types of amendment return gaps capture hedge fund skill.

[Insert Table 11 Here]
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4.4 Amendment return gap and investor response

So far, we have provided evidence that the return gap captures hedge fund managers’ skill and

could be used to predict hedge funds’ future performance. However, it remains unclear whether

investors pay attention to the return gap and, if so, how they react to the observed return gap.

Given that a positive return gap provides an informative signal for future fund performance,

we hypothesize that investors pay closer attention to hedge funds with positive return gaps by

downloading more of their portfolio disclosures. In addition, investors may also respond to a

positive return gap by increasing investment in the fund.

To examine investors’ response to the return gap, we estimate the following multivariate re-

gression,

Responsei,t = βD_Positive_Gapi,t−1 + γXi,t−1 + εi,t, (4)

where i and t indicate fund and quarter, respectively. Investors’ response is proxied by either (1)

the number of times investors download hedge funds’ previously-filed 13F filings, or (2) portfolio

fund flow. D_Positive_Gapi,t−1 is an indicator which equals 1 if the one-quarter lagged return

gap is positive. To make sure restatement is observable to investors, when we calculate the return

gap, we only consider the standalone restatements that are disclosed within one quarter after the

quarter-end date.

Table 12 shows that investors indeed respond to the amendment return gap. In particular, we

find that investors download more previously filed 13F filings, especially amendment 13F filings,

after observing a positive return gap. Results in Columns (1) and (3) demonstrate that investors

download about 19% more 13F filings and 4.8 times more amendment 13F filings of hedge funds

with a positive return gap, both statistically significant at the 1% level.30 Moreover, we find that

investor flows respond to positive return gaps. Column (4) shows that hedge funds with a positive

return gap in the past quarter experience a 4.2% percentage point increase in their flow, which is

statistically significant at the 10% level.

[Insert Table 12 Here]

30The coefficient of D_P ositive_Gapi,t−1 is 0.174 and 1.764 in Columns (1) and (3), respectively. Since we use the
natural logarithm of numbers of downloads as a dependent variable, we convert these coefficients to the corresponding
percentage changes.
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5 Potential Biases of 13F Holdings Databases

Over the past few decades, financial researchers have relied on the Thomson Reuters (TR; previously

CDA/Spectrum) 13F database in numerous studies. However, TR does not separate holdings

reported in original filings from amendments and only reports one set of holdings for each investment

company at each quarter end. The wide use of the TR database thus raises two important questions:

1) Does TR incorporate holdings information from 13F amendments? and 2) If that is not always

the case, what is the potential bias in using the holdings data from TR?

To answer the first question, we consider the total number of restated or confidential holdings

over our sample period and examine the percentage of those not accurately reported in TR in Panel

A of Table 13. We find 46.81% of restated holdings and 95.39% of confidential holdings have not

been accurately incorporated in the TR database. We further break down restated holdings into

four categories and find revision up, revision down, and new restated holdings have broadly similar

percentages missed by TR, ranging from 43.32% to 54.23%. Interestingly, TR only missed 18.67%

of complete revision down holdings, possibly because complete liquidations are easier to spot.

We further separate amended filings into timely and delayed filings based on whether they

are filed within the same quarter as the original 13F filing. Among delayed amendment filings,

TR missed 78.13% (97.60%) of restated (confidential) holdings; the corresponding number for

timely amendment filings is 26.25% (45.89%). These results suggest that TR tends to incorporate

amendments that are filed in a timely manner but do not actively revise their database to reflect

delayed amendments.

Given the substantial omission of amendment holdings by TR, it would be useful to understand

the potential bias caused by using the TR database. We compute the TR bias rate as follows. First,

we compute the difference between the number of shares reported by TR and the number reported in

the true 13F portfolio (based on original and amended 13F filings) for each individual stock holding.

We then aggregate the values of the difference across holdings within the same portfolio. In the

end, we aggregate the value difference across different portfolios within the same calendar quarter

and divide it by the aggregate portfolio value in the same calendar quarter. We also calculate the

TR error rate in a similar way, using absolute differences throughout the above process. We further

break down bias and error rates based on the source of difference in number of shares: restatements
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or confidential filings.

Panel B of Table 13 reports summary statistics of the TR bias rate and TR error rate. The

average quarterly TR bias rate is -0.572% over our sample. The average biases from restated

and confidential holdings are -0.304% and -2.243%, respectively. However, there are substantial

time-series variations in the bias rate, with the quarterly bias rate ranges between -170.511% and

9.640%. The average quarterly TR error rate is 1.875%, with 1.533% and 3.580% for restated and

confidential holdings, respectively. To reassure researchers using the TR data, the potential error

and bias caused by using TR is not very substantial, at less than 5% per quarter.

[Insert Table 13 Here]

We take a closer look at the time-series variation in the TR error and bias rates in Figure 3.

Panel A shows that the TR error and bias rates fluctuate over time and attenuate somewhat after

2011. Panels B and C examine the break-down of error and bias rates into the components due

to restated and confidential holdings. We find that the discrepancy between TR and the SEC 13F

databases due to confidential holdings has dropped to almost zero since 2011. The sudden decline

may be due to the increased scrutiny of confidential filings instantiated by AJTY and Aragon,

Hertzel, and Shi (2013),31 We note that the error rates due to restated holdings continue to be

substantial until around 2016.

[Insert Figure 3 Here]

6 Concluding Remarks

13F filings constitute an important source of information disclosed by investment managers and

are closely watched by corporate executives, institutional investors, regulators, and academics alike.

Yet such filings often contain errors that are subsequently corrected using restatement filings. In

this paper, we conduct the first systematic analysis of such filings, in this case among hedge funds.

Our analysis reveals several important findings. First, restatements are as common as the

more thoroughly studied confidential filings but affect three times as many stocks. Second, many

31The working paper versions of these papers were in circulation for several years before their publication in 2013.
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restatements (for both buys and sells) are strategic, and the affected holdings are associated with

significant abnormal returns. Third, we construct a novel return gap measure to gauge the value

added from restatements and find that it predicts future fund performance. Finally, we show that

commonly-used databases such as Thomson Reuters do not fully adjust for restatements. While

the resulting discrepancy is small in aggregate, it can be large for many funds. Our findings suggest

that restatements contain useful information that can be better harnessed by future researchers.
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Figure 1: Time-Series Trend of Restatement and Confidential Filing

Panel A plots the number of institutions filing restatement 13F filings (blue bars) and confidential 13F filings
(orange bars) in each calendar quarter from 1999 to 2018. Panel B plots the percentage of institutions filing
restatement 13F filings (blue line) and confidential 13F filings (orange line) in each calendar quarter from
1999 to 2018.

Panel A: Number of Institutions Filing Restatements and Confidential Filings

Panel B: Percentage of Institutions Filing Restatements and Confidential Filings
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Figure 2: Restatement Period

This figure demonstrates the start and end dates of the restatement period. The restatement period starts
from the current quarter-end to the earlier of two dates: the restatement 13F filing date (Panel A) or the
subsequent quarter-end (Panel B). We break down the restatement period into two sub-periods. Sub-period
1 starts from the current quarter-end to the original 13F filing date. And sub-period 2 starts from the
original 13F filing date to the end of the restatement period.

Panel A: Restatement 13F Filing is Filed Prior to the Subsequent Quarter-End

Panel B: Restatement 13F Filing is Filed After the Subsequent Quarter-End
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Figure 3: Time-Series Trend of Thomson Reuters (TR) Error Rate and Bias Rate

Panel A plots the Thomson Reuters (TR) error and bias rates in each calendar quarter between 1999 and
2018. Definitions of the TR error and bias rates are detailed in Table 10. Panel B (C) plots the TR error
(bias) rates caused by restatements and confidential filings, respectively.

Panel A: Thomson Reuters Error and Bias Rates

Panel B: Thomson Reuters Error Rate – Restatement vs. Confidential Filing
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Panel C: Thomson Reuters Bias Rate – Restatement vs. Confidential Filing
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of 13F Original and Amendment Filings

Panel A of this table reports the distribution of the delay (in number of quarters) between the quarter-end portfolio date and the filing date
for hedge funds’ original, restatement, and confidential 13F filings. We categorize restatement filings into two types: standalone and consecutive
restatements. When a single restatement is filed for a specific quarter, then it is classified as a standalone restatement. When multiple restatements
are filed for consecutive quarters on the same date, then they are classified as consecutive restatements. Panel B reports the distribution of the
number of restatement and confidential 13F filings filed by each hedge fund. Panel C reports the summary statistics of the number of stock
holdings on original, restatement, and confidential 13F filings. We categorize stock holdings on restatement 13F filings (i.e., restated holdings)
into four types: revision up, revision down, new, and complete revision down. If the same stock holding is reported on the original and restatement
13F filings for the same quarter, then the restated holding is classified as revision up (down) if the number of the shares is greater (smaller) on
the restatement 13F filing than on the original 13F filing. If the stock holding is reported only on the restatement (original) 13F filing, then it is
classified as new (complete revision down). Panel D reports the summary statistics of the market value of holdings on original, restatement and
confidential 13F filings. Panel E reports the summary statistics of the dollar stake of restatement and confidential 13F filings. The dollar stake of
restatement (confidential filing) is defined as the proportion of 13F portfolio’s quarterly trading volume that is contributed by restated holdings
(confidential holdings).

Panel A: Delay Period between Quarter-End Date and 13F Amendment Filing Date

Delay (in quarters) < 1 1 2 3 4–7 8–11 12–15 >15 Total

# of Restatement Filings 991 170 77 44 120 46 39 52 1,539
Percent 64.39% 11.05% 5.00% 2.86% 7.86% 2.99% 2.53% 3.38% 100%

# of Standalone Restatement 991 113 25 5 33 9 9 2 1,187
Percent 83.49% 9.52% 2.11% 0.42% 2.78% 0.76% 0.76% 0.17% 100%

# of Consecutive Restatement 0 57 52 39 87 37 30 50 352
Percent 0.00% 16.19% 14.77% 11.08% 24.72% 10.51% 8.52% 14.20% 100%

# of Confidential Filings 242 442 324 185 331 59 22 9 1,614
Percent 14.99% 27.39% 20.07% 11.46% 20.51% 3.66% 1.36% 0.56% 100%
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Panel B: Distribution of Number of Amendment Filings Filed by Each Institution

0 1 2-5 6–10 11–15 16–20 >20 Total

Restatement Filings
# of Hedge Funds 1,100 315 204 29 10 9 6 1,673
Percent 65.75% 18.83% 12.19% 1.73% 0.60% 0.54% 0.36% 100%

Confidential Filings
# of Hedge Funds 1,451 117 58 20 9 2 16 1,673
Percent 86.73% 6.99% 3.47% 1.20% 0.54% 0.12% 0.96% 100%

Panel C: Number of Stock Holdings on 13F Original and Amendment Filings

N Mean SD. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Original Filings 42,303 115.45 257.49 1 18 42 92 3,571
Restatement Filings 1,539 81.51 279.63 1 2 11 61 3,568
Revision Up 1,539 23.34 118.30 0 0 1 6 2,760
Revision Down 1,539 18.83 95.11 0 0 0 4 2,439
New 1,539 30.64 144.60 0 0 1 11 2,583
Complete Revision Down 1,539 8.70 77.53 0 0 0 1 2,480

Confidential Filings 1,614 20.13 119.31 1 1 2 5 1,346

Panel D: Dollar Value (in $M) of 13F Original and Amendment Filings

N Mean SD. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Original Filings 42,303 1,655.0 6,144.6 0.001 111.8 306.0 1,080.9 179,276.5
Restatement Filings 1,539 1,033.6 5,156.8 0.0 8.8 64.6 347.0 75,424.8
Revision Up 1,539 266.7 2,645.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.9 75,003.8
Revision Down 1,539 423.2 3,352.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 62,497.5
New 1,539 259.5 1,288.6 0.0 0.0 2.3 65.3 20,203.0
Complete Revision Down 1,539 84.2 940.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 27,246.2

Confidential Filings 1,614 219.3 515.2 0.01 18.9 71.7 229.71 7,301.7

Panel E: Dollar Stake of Amendment Filings (in %)

N Mean SD. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Restatement Filings 1,539 34.25 36.48 0.00 1.91 19.98 64.58 100.00
Revision Up 1,539 11.82 22.68 0.00 0.00 0.08 10.51 98.59
Revision Down 1,539 8.62 19.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.85 93.70
New 1,539 10.94 20.11 0.00 0.00 0.46 11.48 100.00
Complete Revision Down 1,539 2.87 13.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75.34

Confidential Filings 1,614 10.15 15.77 0.00 0.92 3.46 12.08 100.00
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Table 2: Abnormal Returns to Restatement Portfolios

This table reports the value-weighted annualized Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and Wermers (1997, “DGTW” hereafter) benchmark-adjusted returns.
Restatement portfolios are evaluated for their abnormal performance during different periods. In particular, the Restatement Period starts from
the current quarter-end to the earlier of two dates: the restatement 13F filing date or the end of the subsequent quarter. We then break down
the Restatement Period into two sub-periods. Sub-Period 1 starts from the current quarter-end to the original comprised of holdings on the
original 13F filing filed by the same institutions in the same quarter. Post-restatement period is defined as the period from the restatement date
to the end of next quarter. When we calculate portfolios’ abnormal returns, we multiply −1 to the abnormal return of the restated holding if it
is a revision down or complete revision down-type holding, because hedge fund managers file restatements to hide stock sales. The average daily
DGTW benchmark-adjusted returns during different periods are first calculated for each portfolio and then averaged across different portfolios.
In the end, we multiply the average daily portfolio returns by 252 to yield the annualized portfolio return. Numbers marked with ***, **, and *
are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

N Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period Post-Restatement Period

[1] Original Portfolios 1,460 0.424% 0.636% 0.456% −0.734%
(0.37) (0.80) (0.56) (−1.22)

[2] Restatement Portfolios 1,539 5.840%** 8.350%*** 6.124%*** −0.310%
(1.96) (2.58) (2.91) (−0.25)

Comparison
[2] − [1] 5.146%* 7.714%* 5.668%*** 0.425%

(1.68) (1.95) (2.87) (0.31)



Table 3: Abnormal Returns to Restatement Portfolios: Cross-Sectional Analyses

This table reports the results about an array of cross-sectional analysis. We first re-construct restatement portfolios so that they only contain one
of the following four types of restated holdings each time: revision up, revision down, new, and complete revision down-type restated holdings.
Definitions about different types of restated holdings are detailed in Table 1. When we construct the restatement portfolios with new or complete
revision down-type restated holdings, we make some further adjustments by excluding holdings around the Reporting Omission Threshold (i.e.,
less than 10,000 shares and market value not greater than $200,000). Panel A reports the average value-weighted annualized DGTW benchmark-
adjusted returns to alternative restatement portfolios. And then we partition restatement portfolios into two different groups based on (1) the
number of restated holdings (Panel B), (2) whether there is at least one restated holding reflects a substantial change of which dollar value exceeds
0.5% of corresponding 13F portfolio’s quarterly trading volume implied from its quarterly holding changes (Panel C), and (3) the number of hedge
funds of which holdings are included in the same 13F filing (Panel D). Panel B to Panel D report the average value-weighted annualized DGTW
benchmark-adjusted returns to restatement portfolios in two groups as well as the difference between two groups. Numbers marked with ***, **,
and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

N Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period Post-Restatement Period

Panel A: Different Types of Restated Holdings

[1] Revision Up 794 −4.625% −2.434% −2.944% −2.220%
(−1.36) (−0.39) (−1.21) (−1.62)

[2] Revision Down 681 5.118%* 13.436%** 6.264%** 0.783%
(1.78) (2.20) (2.35) (0.48)

[3] New 907 7.541%** 6.110%** 6.888%** −1.866%
(2.04) (1.98) (2.33) (−1.08)

[3.1] Not Around Threshold 870 8.886%** 6.670%** 7.641%*** −1.109%
(2.31) (2.00) (3.02) (−0.64)

[4] Complete Revision Down 452 1.471% 1.088% 1.197% −0.279%
(0.26) (0.13) (0.15) (−0.13)

[4.1] Not Around Threshold 419 1.408% 2.532% 1.689% 0.926%
(0.23) (0.27) (0.59) (0.37)



N Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period Post-Restatement Period

Panel B: Number of Restated Holdings

[1] Below Median 737 11.187%** 15.983%** 12.969%*** −1.258%
(2.24) (2.37) (2.72) (−0.59)

[2] Above Median 802 0.328% 0.489% 0.361% 0.500%
(0.10) (0.11) (0.10) (0.39)

Comparison
[1] − [2] 10.858%* 15.493%** 12.608%* −1.758%

(1.82) (1.98) (1.87) (−0.71)

Panel C: Large Dollar Stake of Restated Holdings

[1] Large Dollar Stake 419 −2.028% 27.751%** 8.592%** 1.523%
(−0.34) (2.59) (1.99) (0.64)

[2] Small Dollar Stake 1,120 8.821%** 0.992% 5.189%** −1.104%
(2.53) (0.16) (2.16) (−0.75)

Comparison
[1] − [2] −10.848%* 26.759%** 3.403% 2.627%

(−1.68) (2.26) (0.69) (0.94)

Panel D: Number of Hedge Funds on the Same 13F Filing

[1] Below Median 306 6.160% 19.741%** 6.557% 0.748%
(1.01) (1.98) (1.45) (0.25)

[2] Above Median 282 4.603% 8.329% 4.962% 0.763%
(0.79) (0.83) (1.28) (0.30)

Comparison
[1] − [2] 1.557% 11.412%* 1.595% −0.015%

(0.18) (1.74) (0.27) (−0.01)
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Table 4: Information Events Intensity

This table reports, during different periods, the percentage of original and restated holdings experiencing
information events. We categorize restated holdings into four types: revision up, revision down, new, and
complete revision down. Definitions of different types of restated holdings are detailed in Table 1. A stock
holding is considered to be experiencing an information event at date t if there is at least one information
event identified from Capital IQ’s Key Developments database. After determining if each individual stock
holding experiences an information event at date t, we calculate, for each portfolio, the percentage of stock
holdings experiencing information events at date t. Next, for each portfolio, we calculate the mean percentage
of stock holdings experiencing information events during the restatement period. Finally, we take the average
of the mean percentage across different portfolios and report the results in the table. Numbers marked with
***, **, and * indicate the differences in the percentage of information events are significant between original
holdings and restated or confidential holdings at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period

[1] Original Holdings 0.143 0.018 0.136
[2] Restated Holdings 0.137 0.058 0.134
[2.1] Revision Up 0.168 0.066 0.163
[2.2] Revision Down 0.174 0.068 0.170
[2.3] New 0.124 0.058 0.121
[2.3.1] Not Around Threshold 0.122 0.061 0.120

[2.4] Complete Revision Down 0.137 0.060 0.133
[2.4.1] Not Around Threshold 0.138 0.061 0.134

Two Samples Comparison
[2] − [1] −0.006** 0.039*** −0.002

(−1.98) (15.51) (−0.78)
[2.1] − [1] 0.025*** 0.048*** 0.027***

(4.76) (11.16) (5.51)
[2.2] − [1] 0.030*** 0.049*** 0.034***

(5.64) (12.27) (6.59)
[2.3] − [1] −0.020*** 0.040*** −0.015***

(−5.71) (13.14) (−4.53)
[2.3.1] − [1] −0.022*** 0.043*** −0.016***

(−6.15) (11.64) (−4.74)
[2.4] − [1] −0.006*** 0.042*** −0.003

(−1.18) (8.50) (−0.63)
[2.4.1] − [1] −0.005 0.043*** −0.002

(−0.97) (8.56) (−0.41)
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Table 5: Subsequent Trading Decisions

This table examines the subsequent trading decisions for different types of holdings, namely original, confi-
dential, and restated holdings. We further categorize restated holdings into four types: revision up, revision
down, new, and complete revision down. Definitions of different types of restated holdings are detailed in
Table 1. For each holding, we compare the number of shares institutional investors hold between the current
quarter and the subsequent quarter. If investors hold more shares in the subsequent quarter, the trading
decision is categorized as buy. If investors hold the same number of shares in the subsequent quarter, the
trading decision is categorized as hold. If investors hold a lower but non-zero number of shares in the sub-
sequent quarter, the trading decision is categorized as partial sale. If, in the subsequent quarter, investors
no longer hold any shares of the holding that they have in the current quarter, then the trading decision is
categorized as liquidation. In the table, we report the percentage of holdings for different trading decisions.
Numbers marked with ***, **, and * indicate the differences in the percentage of holdings are significant
between original holdings and restated or confidential holdings at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

N Buy Hold Sell

Partial Sale Liquidation

[1] Original Holdings 310,985 28.94% 8.83% 30.29% 31.93%
[2] Confidential Holdings 29,586 32.02%*** 4.18%*** 26.88%*** 36.92%***
[3] Restated Holdings 102,606 40.69%*** 7.96%*** 28.33%*** 23.03%***
[3.1] Revision Up 30,711 39.99%*** 3.22%*** 40.35%*** 16.44%***
[3.2] Revision Down 24,046 50.56%*** 8.47%* 25.69%*** 15.28%***
[3.3] New 42,925 28.86% 11.99%*** 24.49%*** 34.69%***
[3.4] Complete Revision Down 4,924 41.26%***
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Table 6: Institutions’ Decisions to File Amendment Filings

Panel A summarizes institutions’ decisions to file restatement and confidential 13F filings. Panel B reports
results on the determinants of institutions’ decisions to file amendment filings. The dependent variables
of the multinomial logistic model are indicators of restatements and confidential filings. In columns titled
“Restatement" and “Conf. Filing", we report coefficient estimates and their t-statistics (in parentheses). In
the column titled “Coef. Comparison”, we report (1) the difference in coefficients and (2) χ2-statistics (in
brackets). Log(Age) is the natural logarithm of the number of years since the institution’s first appearance
on Thomson Reuters. Portsize is the total equity portfolio size of an institution calculated as the market
value of its quarter-end holdings. Turnover is the inter-quarter portfolio turnover rate calculated as the
lesser of purchases and sales divided by the average portfolio size of the last and current quarters. PortHHI
is the Herfindahl index of the portfolio, calculated from the market value of each component stock. PortRet
is the monthly average return on the portfolio during the quarter, Flow is the change in total portfolio
value between two consecutive quarters net of the increase due to returns, PortVol is the monthly portfolio
return volatility during the past 12 months ending in this quarter-end, N_PriorRest (N_PriorConf ) is the
number of restatement (confidential) 13F filings filed previously, N_Download_Org (N_Download_Rest,
N_Download_Conf ) is the number of times previously filed original (restatement, confidential) 13F filings
were downloaded from the EDGAR database, Conf_Denial is an indicator that equals one if at least one of
the previously-filed confidential 13F filings has been denied by the SEC, and HF_Activism is an indicator
that equals one if institution files an 13D filing in the same quarter as of the original 13F filing. Coefficients
marked with ***, **, and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Panel A: Decisions to File Restatements and/or Confidential Filings

Fund-Quarters Percent

No Amendment 39,957 94.47%
Restatement Only 1,319 3.12%
Confidential Filing Only 880 2.08%
Both Restatement and Confidential Filing 141 0.33%

Total 42,297 100%
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Panel B: Determinants of 13F Amendment Filings: A Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis

(1) (2) (1) − (2)
Dependent Variable Restatement Conf. Filing Coef. Comparison

Log(Age) −0.335*** −0.724*** 0.369
(−3.56) (−2.75) [1.83]

Log(PortSize) 0.066 0.360*** −0.294***
(1.39) (4.77) [11.24]

Turnover 0.455 3.155*** −2.700***
(1.02) (4.17) [10.15]

PortHHI −0.152 2.068*** −2.220**
(−0.28) (2.74) [5.82]

PortRet −0.007 −0.018 0.011
(−0.43) (−0.81) [0.14]

Flow 0.197*** 0.035 0.162
(2.83) (0.39) [1.97]

PortVol −1.558 1.377 −2.935
(−0.49) (0.36) [0.38]

Log(N_PriorRest) 1.414*** −0.095 1.509***
(11.72) (−0.45) [43.13]

Log(N_PriorConf) −0.245 2.081*** −2.326***
(−1.56) (9.72) [85.26]

Log(N_Download_Org) 0.087 −0.233** 0.320**
(0.82) (−2.26) [5.29]

Log(N_Download_Rest) −0.123*** 0.160** −0.283***
(−3.22) (2.48) [14.25]

Log(N_Download_Conf) 0.013 −0.044 0.057
(0.27) (−0.54) [0.39]

Conf_Denial −0.511 −0.892** 0.381
(−1.48) (−2.33) [0.68]

HF_Activism 0.273 0.790*** −0.517
(0.97) (3.16) [2.07]

Year × Quarter FE Yes
Standard Errors Cluster Institution
Observations 28,720
Pseudo R2 0.270
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Table 7: Determinants of 13F Restated and Confidential Holdings

This table reports the results from logistic regressions modeling the determinants of 13F restated and confidential holdings. The dependent variable
is an indicator that equals one if a stock is considered a certain type of amended holding. The amendment type is indicated by the title of each
column. All variables, unless otherwise specified, are calculated at the fiscal year-end before the portfolio dates. ME is the quarter-end market
capitalization of the stock in billions of dollars. BM is the firm’s book-to-market ratio. Adj. Past Return is the stock return during the 12 months
prior to the quarter-end portfolio date adjusted by the CRSP value-weighted market return. Illiquidity is computed as the yearly average of the
square root of daily |Return|/(Price × Vol). Analysts is the number of I/B/E/S analysts covering the firm during the year. DD is an indicator
which equals one if the Merton (1974) distance-to-default measure to be smaller than 1.64. Volatility is the stock return volatility using past 36
monthly stock returns. Activism is an indicator that equals one if the same stock holding is included in 13D filing, which is filed in the same
quarter as of original 13F filing. OptVolume is the average daily option trading volume measured over 12-month period ending at the beginning
of current quarter. Coefficients marked with ***, **, and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dependent Variable Restated Holding Revision Up Revision Down New Holding Complete Rev. Down Conf. Holding

Log(ME) −0.034*** 0.013* 0.080*** −0.178*** −0.181*** −0.253***
(−8.11) (1.89) (9.97) (−22.26) (−14.32) (−25.50)

Illiquidity −0.768*** −1.173*** −0.166** −1.435*** −0.338*** −1.205***
(−16.63) (−12.94) (−2.05) (−15.24) (−3.23) (−13.76)

Log(Analysts) −0.034*** −0.001 0.006 −0.067*** −0.030 −0.035*
(−3.82) (−0.07) (0.36) (−4.14) (−1.17) (−1.86)

Volatility −0.584*** −0.960*** −0.686*** −0.745*** 0.690*** 0.839***
(−6.67) (−6.44) (−4.20) (−4.55) (2.83) (5.47)

DD −0.021 −0.011 −0.009 −0.035 0.036 −0.001
(−1.30) (−0.37) (−0.32) (−1.13) (0.63) (−0.01)

BM 0.014 0.043** 0.005 −0.004 0.035 −0.044**
(1.47) (2.56) (0.30) (−0.19) (1.09) (−2.07)

Adj. Past Return 0.048*** 0.107*** −0.058*** 0.136*** −0.119*** 0.065***
(6.06) (7.57) (−3.83) (9.96) (−4.32) (4.97)

Activism 0.612 1.520** 1.257*
(0.94) (2.26) (1.88)

Log(OptVolume) −0.005*** −0.005** −0.005** −0.002* −0.001 −0.017***
(−3.53) (−2.37) (−1.96) (1.75) (−0.33) (−4.52)

Year × Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Cluster Institution Institution Institution Institution Institution Institution
Observations 3,810,227 3,810,227 3,810,227 3,810,227 3,810,227 3,810,227
Pseudo R2 0.051 0.067 0.069 0.088 0.117 0.143



Table 8: 13F Portfolio Return Gap

This table summarizes the annualized true portfolio returns, original portfolio returns, and the return gaps
for fund-quarters where (1) neither a restatement nor a confidential 13F filing is filed (i.e., No Amendment),
(2) only a restatement 13F filing is filed (i.e., Restatement Only), and (3) only a confidential filing is filed
(i.e., Conf. Filing Only). In addition to the raw return gap, we also report the DGTW benchmark-adjusted
return gap. The significance levels are denoted by ***, **, and * and indicate whether returns are statistically
different from zero at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

No Amendment Restatement Only Conf. Filing Only

True Returns 8.16%*** 8.52%*** 8.76%***
(33.17) (6.01) (5.21)

Original Returns 7.80%*** 8.64%***
(5.59) (4.54)

Raw Return Gap 0.72% 0.12%
(1.48) (0.10)

DGTW Benchmark-Adjusted Return Gap 0.60% 0.24%
(1.37) (0.17)
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Table 9: Determinants of Positive Return Gap

This table estimates the determinants of positive return gaps using the logistic model. The sample includes
fund-quarters where only a restatement or confidential 13F filing is filed. % Amend Stocks is the number
of amended holdings in the restatement (confidential) 13F filing as a percentage of the total portfolio. %
Amend Value is the market value of amended holdings as percentage of the value of the total portfolio. Avg.
Amend Position is the average number of shares of amended holdings as a percentage of shares outstanding.
Large_Stake is an indicator which equals one if, in the total portfolio, there is at least one amended holding
of which market value is equal to or more than 0.5% of the market value of the total portfolio. Fund and
stock characteristics are as defined in Table 6 and Table 7. All standard errors adjust for heteroskedasticity
and cluster at the institution level. Coefficients marked with ***, **, and * are significant at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively.
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Restatement Conf. Filing

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Positive Positive Positive Positive
Raw Gap DGTW Gap Raw Gap DGTW Gap

Amendment Filing Characteristics
% Amend Stocks −0.050 −0.190 0.226 −0.746

(−0.25) (−0.88) (0.34) (−1.11)
% Amend Value −0.006 0.002 −0.420 0.657

(−0.91) (0.26) (−0.71) (1.00)
Avg. Amend Position 0.020 0.015 −0.080* −0.048

(0.64) (0.44) (−1.69) (−1.00)
Large_Stake 0.464* 0.597** 0.512 0.062

(1.73) (2.40) (1.46) (0.13)

Fund Characteristics
Log(Age) 0.011 0.001 −0.064 −0.055

(0.11) (0.01) (−0.46) (−0.33)
Log(PortSize) −0.078 −0.075 0.035 0.077

(−1.59) (−1.52) (0.44) (0.94)
Turnover 0.563 0.660 0.742 −0.035

(1.48) (1.58) (1.15) (−0.06)
PortHHI −0.949 0.206 0.718 0.963

(−1.25) (0.27) (0.81) (1.08)
Flow 0.033 0.009 −0.152 0.131

(0.23) (0.07) (−1.16) (0.95)
Log(N_PriorRest) 0.114* −0.019

(1.77) (−0.25)
Log(N_PriorCF) −0.102 −0.038

(−1.00) (−0.43)
Conf_Denial 0.839** 1.445** 0.158 0.097

(2.11) (2.07) (0.60) (0.43)

Stock Characteristics
Log(ME) 0.029 0.033 −0.079 −0.026

(0.26) (0.29) (−0.54) (−0.19)
Log(BM) −0.094 −0.039 −0.139 0.317

(−0.16) (−0.07) (−0.185) (0.38)
Illiquidity 1.084 −1.165 4.104** 4.382*

(0.70) (−0.75) (2.15) (1.93)
Log(Analyst) −0.007 −0.164 0.596 0.474

(−0.02) (−0.43) (1.46) (0.97)
Volatility −1.024 −5.485** −0.893 −7.687**

(−0.47) (−2.35) (−0.27) (−1.99)

Year × Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Cluster Institution Institution Institution Institution
Observations 1,065 1,065 738 738
Pseudo R2 0.056 0.075 0.111 0.129
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Table 10: Hedge Fund Reported Returns based on Return Gap: A Portfolio Analysis

This table reports the mean monthly reported returns and the corresponding t-statistics (in parentheses) for three groups of hedge funds sorted
according to the sign of the lagged one-quarter return gap. The return gap is lagged for one quarter to account for the delay in reporting the
holdings. The return gap is defined as the difference between the true portfolio return and the original portfolio return. We use the raw return and
DGTW benchmark-adjusted return to measure portfolio performance. This table also reports the differences in reported returns between hedge
funds with positive return gaps and hedge funds with negative return gaps. The difference in the raw reported returns is further adjusted using
the eight hedge fund risk factors of Fung and Hsieh (2001). The significance levels are denoted by ***, **, and * and indicate whether the results
are statistically different from zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels.

Gap Raw Return Gap DGTW Return Gap

# HFs/month Reported Return # HFs/month Reported Return

Panel A: Return Gap Due to Restatement Only

[1] Positive Gap 6.54 0.739%*** 6.46 0.736%***
(5.03) (5.02)

[2] Zero Gap 103.25 0.685%*** 103.48 0.645%***
(3.63) (3.85)

[3] Negative Gap 5.68 0.610%*** 5.61 0.613%***
(4.39) (4.42)

[1] − [3]: Raw Returns 0.126%* 0.122%*
(1.78) (1.73)

[1] − [3]: HF Eight-Factor Alpha 0.163%** 0.159%**
(2.16) (2.11)

Panel B: Return Gap Due to Confidential Filing Only

[1] Positive Gap 4.68 0.744%*** 4.54 0.739%***
(5.08) (5.04)

[2] Zero Gap 104.21 0.683%*** 104.41 0.645%***
(3.62) (3.85)

[3] Negative Gap 4.80 0.623%*** 4.64 0.632%***
(4.41) (4.47)

[1] − [3]: Raw Returns 0.121%* 0.107%
(1.81) (1.60)

[1] − [3]: HF Eight-Factor Alpha 0.146%** 0.131%*
(2.07) (1.83)
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Table 8 (Cont.)

Gap Raw Return Gap DGTW Return Gap

# HFs/month Reported Return # HFs/month Reported Return

Panel C: Return Gap Due to Standalone (Tradeable) Restatement Only

[1] Positive Gap 6.13 0.740%*** 5.10 0.737%***
(5.04) (5.01)

[2] Zero Gap 104.23 0.686%*** 104.43 0.646%***
(3.64) (3.86)

[3] Negative Gap 5.41 0.606%*** 5.32 0.613%***
(4.33) (4.37)

[1] − [3]: Raw Returns 0.134%* 0.124%*
(1.87) (1.73)

[1] − [3]: HF Eight-Factor Alpha 0.172%** 0.163%**
(2.26) (2.14)
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Table 11: Hedge Fund Reported Returns based on Return Gap: A Fama-MacBeth Regression
Analysis

This table reports the results of the Fama-MacBeth cross-sectional regression of monthly reported returns
on various fund and stock characteristics. The dependent variable is either raw reported returns (Raw) or
excess reported returns based on Fung and Hsieh (2001) eight hedge fund risk factors (Alpha). The variable
of interest is D_Positive_Gap, an indicator that equals one if the lagged one-quarter return gap is positive.
Fund and stock characteristics are as defined in Table 6 and Table 7. Reported coefficients and adjusted
R2 are the average values of monthly cross-sectional regressions. Fama-MacBeth t-statistics are reported
in parentheses. The significance levels are denoted by ***, **, and * and indicate whether the results are
statistically different from zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels.

(1) (2)
Gap Raw Return Gap DGTW Return Gap

Dependent Variable Raw Alpha Raw Alpha

Panel A: Return Gap Due to Restatement Only

D_Positive_Gap 0.128* 0.154* 0.126* 0.153*
(1.74) (1.95) (1.72) (1.93)

Observations 23,140 21,432 23,140 21,432
Mean R2 0.095 0.074 0.095 0.074

Panel B: Return Gap Due to Confidential Filing Only

D_Positive_Gap 0.142* 0.148* 0.134* 0.142*
(1.91) (1.91) (1.79) (1.79)

Observations 22,700 21,016 22,700 21,016
Mean R2 0.094 0.071 0.095 0.072

Panel C: Return Gap Due to Standalone (Tradeable) Restatement Only

D_Positive_Gap 0.138* 0.149* 0.133* 0.150*
(1.87) (1.88) (1.80) (1.88)

Observations 22,937 21,270 22,937 21,270
Mean R2 0.094 0.073 0.094 0.073

For all above panels

Fund Characteristics Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stock Characteristics Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 12: Return Gap and Investors’ Response

This table reports the regression results of investors’ responses to the positive return gap of 13F amendments.
We only consider return gaps of standalone (tradeable) restatements that are disclosed within one quarter
after the quarter-end date. The dependent variables are the number of times previously-filed (original and/or
amendment) 13F filings are downloaded from the EDGAR database and portfolio flow in the current quarter.
The variable of interest is D_Positive_Gap, an indicator that equals one if the lagged one-quarter return
gap is positive. Fund and stock characteristics are as defined in Table 6 and Table 7. All standard errors
are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and clustered at the institution level. Coefficients market with ***, **,
and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent Variable Log(DL) Log(DL_Org) Log(DL_Amend) Flow

D_Pos_Gap 0.174*** −0.196 1.764*** 0.042*
(2.96) (−0.40) (13.90) (1.72)

Fund Characteristics
Log(Age) 0.266*** 0.260*** 0.526*** −0.001

(21.08) (21.90) (12.10) (−0.16)
Log(PortSize) 0.140*** 0.125*** 0.258*** −0.035***

(13.60) (13.14) (9.18) (−10.00)
Turnover 0.332*** 0.204*** 1.043*** 0.200***

(5.81) (4.37) (4.52) (9.27)
PortHHI 0.548*** 0.476*** 0.520* 0.378***

(6.40) (6.02) (1.94) (7.44)
Flow 0.001 0.001 −0.001

(0.37) (0.45) (−1.30)

Stock Characteristics
Log(ME) 0.007 0.003 0.023 0.013***

(0.67) (0.32) (0.63) (2.77)
Log(BM) 0.166*** 0.141*** 0.368* 0.046*

(3.41) (2.98) (1.94) (1.81)
Adj. Past Returns −0.064*** −0.053*** −0.202*** −0.011

(−3.44) (−3.13) (−3.29) (−0.96)
Illiquidity 0.007 −0.040 0.014 −0.022

(0.07) (−0.42) (0.04) (−0.28)
Log(Analysts) −0.083*** −0.070** −0.219** 0.003

(−2.66) (−2.27) (−2.53) (0.28)
Vol 0.577** 0.583*** 1.034 0.082

(3.31) (3.55) (1.47) (0.58)

Year × Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Cluster Institution Institution Institution Institution
Observations 35,514 35,514 35,514 35,514
Adj. R2 0.955 0.960 0.358 0.045
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Table 13: Does Thomson Reuters do the right thing?

This table reports the discrepancies in the number of shares between Thomson Reuters (TR) data and 13F filing data. In Panel A, for each type
of amended holdings, we reported the percentage of holdings of which the number of shares reported by TR is different from the 13F filing. In this
panel, we differentiate holdings on timely amendment filings from ones on delayed amendment filings. An amendment is considered timely if it is
filed in the same quarter as of the original 13F filing, otherwise it is considered delayed. Panel B reports summary statistics of the TR bias rate
(i.e., TR_Bias) and the TR error rate (i.e., TR_Error). TR_Bias (TR_Error) is computed as follows: first, we compute the (absolute) difference
between the number of shares reported by TR and the number reported on 13F filing for each individual stock holding. Then, we aggregate the
(absolute) difference across holdings within the same portfolio. Finally, we aggregate the (absolute) difference in number of shares across different
portfolios within the same calendar quarter and divide it by the aggregate portfolio value in the same calendar quarter. We further break down
bias and error rates based on the source of difference in number of shares: restatement or confidential filings.

Panel A: Discrepancy in reported number of shares

Confidential Restated Revision Revision Complete
Holdings Holdings Up Down New Revision Down

[1] Amended Holdings on All Amendment Filings

# of Holdings 32,475 117,642 32,194 28,066 44,055 13,327
# of Holdings TR reports a different number of shares 30,978 55,064 16,525 12,158 23,893 2,488
(Percentage) (95.39%) (46.81%) (51.33%) (43.32%) (54.23%) (18.67%)

[2] Amended Holdings on Delayed Amendment Filings

# of Holdings 31,089 46,622 17,939 8,080 17,603 3,000
# of Holdings TR reports a different number of shares 30,342 36,424 12,933 6,398 15,111 1,982
(Percentage) (97.60%) (78.13%) (72.09%) (79.18%) (85.84%) (66.07%)

[3] Amended Holdings on Timely Amendment Filings

# of Holdings 1,386 71,020 14,255 19,986 26,452 10,327
# of Holdings TR reports a different number of shares 636 18,640 3,592 5,760 8,782 506
(Percentage) (45.89%) (26.25%) (25.20%) (28.82%) (33.20%) (4.90%)
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Panel B: TR Bias Rate and Error Rate for Fund-Quarters where an amendment is filed

N Mean SD Min Q1 Median Q3 Max

TR_Bias 2,199 −0.572% 7.745% −170.511% −0.063% 0.107% 0.523% 9.640%
TR_Bias_Rest 1,319 −0.304% 5.829% −136.662% 0.000% 0.160% 0.557% 9.640%
TR_Bias_Conf 880 −2.243% 18.125% −170.511% −0.206% 0.026% 0.412% 8.332%

TR_Error 2,199 1.875% 8.002% 0.000% 0.173% 0.540% 1.385% 170.511%
TR_Error_Rest 1,319 1.533% 5.915% 0.000% 0.178% 0.502% 1.251% 136.662%
TR_Error_Conf 880 3.580% 18.055% 0.000% 0.168% 0.627% 1.561% 170.511%
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Appendix A: Fund B’s Restatement Filing

Figure A.1: Timeline of a Restatement Filing
This figure plots the timeline of Fund B (name anonymized) filing its original and restatement 13F forms
for the quarter ended on September 30, 2014. On October 9, 2014, Fund B filed the original 13F filing to
disclose its holdings. And Fund B did not diclose its holding of Brookfield Asset Management on the original
13F filing. On December 1, 2014, Fund B filed a restatement, which showed that Fund B actually held
6,889,525 shares of Brookfield Asset Management at the end of 2014Q3. Brookfield asset management was
the only holding that Fund B amended on the restatement. In the figure, we also label the Brookfield Asset
Management-related notable events happening between Fund B’s original and restatement 13F filing dates.

There are a few news/events related to Brookfield Asset Management happening between the
Fund B’s original and restatement filing dates:

• October 14, 2014: M&A Rumors and Discussions

Some of the world’s largest pension funds and infrastructure investors are forming consortia
to bid ITR Concession Co LLC that filed for bankruptcy, Reuters reported citing people
familiar with the matter. Canada Pension Plan Investment Board has teamed up with Cintra
Concesiones de Infraestructuras de Transportes SA and Brookfield Asset Management Inc.
(TSX:BAM.A) to make an offer.

• October 23, 2014: M&A Announcements

Brookfield Asset Management Inc. (TSX:BAM.A) made an offer to acquire a 31.2% stake in
Brookfield Residential Properties Inc. (NYSE:BRP) for approximately $850 million in cash
on October 22, 2014. Brookfield Asset Management made an offer for 36.8 million of shares
at $23 per share in cash.

• November 5, 2014: Seeking Acquisitions

Brookfield Asset Management Inc. (TSX:BAM.A) is expected buy Unitech Ltd.’s (BSE:507878)
40% stake in four special economic zones (SEZs) – two in Gurgaon, one in Kolkata, one IT
Park in Noida for INR 12-15 billion, according to sources.

• November 7, 2014: Earnings Announcements

Brookfield Asset Management Inc. declared a quarterly dividend of $0.16 per share (repre-
senting $0.64 per annum), payable on December 31, 2014 to shareholders of record as at the



close of business on November 30, 2014. The company reported unaudited consolidated earn-
ings results for the third quarter and nine months ended September 30, 2014. For the quarter,
the company reported net income attributable to the company shareholders was $734 million
or $1.09 per diluted share against $813 million or $1.23 per diluted share a year ago. For the
nine months, the company reported net income attributable to the company shareholders was
$2,060 million or $3.07 per diluted share against $1,403 million or $2.05 per diluted share a
year ago.

• November 20, 2014: Earnings Calls and Private Placements

Global Construction Services Limited (ASX:GCS) announced a private placement of 29,800,000
common shares at a price of AUD 0.47 per share to new investor Brookfield Capital Part-
ners III , a fund managed by Brookfield Asset Management Inc., for gross proceeds of AUD
14,000,000 on November 20, 2014. Pursuant to the transaction, the investor will hold up to
14.9% stake in the company.

Figure A.2: Brookfield Asset Management Daily Stock Price
This figure plots daily stock prices for Brookfield Asset Management during the period from June 30, 2014
to December 31, 2014. In the figure, we also label the dates when Fund B filed its original and restatement
13F forms as well as the dates for a series of Brookfield Asset Management events.
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Appendix B: An Example of a 13F Restatement Header



Appendix C: Definitions of Variables

Variable Definitions

% CF Stocks Number of confidential holdings in the confidential 13F filing as a percentage of the
total portfolio.

% CF Value Market value of confidential holdings in the confidential 13F filing as a percentage
of the value of the total portfolio.

% Rest Stocks Number of restated holdings in the restatement 13F filing as a percentage of the
total portfolio.

% Rest Value Market value of restated holdings in the restatement 13F filing as a percentage of
the value of the total portfolio.

Activism An indicator that equals one if the same stock holding is included in a 13D filing
that was filed in the same quarter as the original 13F filing.

Adj. Past Return Cumulative stock returns during the 12 months prior to the quarter-end portfolio
date adjusted by the CRSP value-weighted market return.

Age Portfolio age calculated as the number of years since the institution’s first appear-
ance on Thomson Reuters.

Analyst Number of I/B/E/S analysts covering the firm during the year.
Avg. CF Position Average number of shares of confidential holdings as a percentage of shares out-

standing.
Avg. Rest Position Average number of shares of restated holdings as a percentage of shares outstanding.
BM Book-to-market ratio.
Buy An indicator that equals one if investors hold more shares in the subsequent quarter

and zero otherwise.
Conf_Denial An indicator that equals one if at least one of the previously-filed confidential 13F

filings was denied by the SEC.
Flow Change in total portfolio value between two consecutive quarters net of the increase

due to returns.
DD An indicator that equals one if the Merton (1974) distance-to-default measure is

smaller than 1.64 and zero otherwise.
D_Pos_Gap An indicator that equals one if the one-quarter-lagged portfolio return gap is posi-

tive.
HF_Activism An indicator that equals one if the institution files a 13D filing in the same quarter

as the original 13F filing.
Hold An indicator that equals one if investors hold the same number of shares in the

subsequent quarter and zero otherwise.
Illiquidity Stock illiquidity calculated as the average of the square root of daily

|Return|/(Price× V ol).
Large_Stake An indicator that equals one if at least one restated/confidential holding has a

market value of at least 0.5% of the market value of the total portfolio.
Liquidation An indicator that equals one if investors liquidate their positions in stock holdings

in the subsequent quarter and zero otherwise.
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Appendix C (Cont.)

Variables Definitions

ME Quarter-end market capitalization of the stock in billions of dollars.
N_Download_Conf Number of times previously-filed confidential 13F filings were downloaded from the

EDGAR database.
N_Download_Org Number of times previously-filed original 13F filings were downloaded from the

EDGAR database.
N_Download_Rest Number of times previously-filed restatement 13F filings were downloaded from the

EDGAR database.
N_PriorConf Number of confidential 13F filings filed prior to the current quarter.
N_PriorRest Number of restatement 13F filings filed prior to the current quarter.
OptVolume Average daily option trading volume over the 12-month period ending at the be-

ginning of the current quarter.
Partial Sale An indicator that equals one if investors hold a lower but non-zero number of shares

in the subsequent quarter and zero otherwise.
PortHHI The Herfindahl index of the portfolio, which is calculated from the market value

of each component stock.
PortRet Monthly average return on the portfolio during the quarter.
PortSize Total equity portfolio size of an institution calculated as the market value of its

quarter-end holdings.
PortVol Monthly portfolio return volatility during the past 12 months ending in current

quarter-end.
TR_Bias Thomson Reuters (TR) bias rate based on the difference between the number of

shares reported by TR and the number reported on the corresponding 13F filing.
TR_Error Thomson Reuters (TR) error rate based on the absolute difference between the

number of shares reported by TR and the number reported on the corresponding
13F filing.

Turnover Inter-quarter portfolio turnover rate calculated as the lesser of purchases and sales
divided by the average portfolio size of the last and current quarters.

Volatility Monthly stock return volatility calculated using the past 36 months’ returns.
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Internet Appendix of “Do Hedge Funds Strategically Misreport Their Holdings? Evidence

from 13F Restatements”

• Table IA1. Abnormal Returns: Carhart (1997) Four-Factor Alpha

• Table IA2. Abnormal Returns: Restated Holdings of Mutual Funds and Pension Funds
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Table IA1: Abnormal Returns: Carhart (1997) Four-Factor Alpha

This table reports the annualized Carhart (1997) four-factor alpha. Restatement filings are evaluated for their abnormal performance during
different periods. In particular, the Restatement Period starts from the current quarter-end to the earlier of two dates: the restatement 13F filing
date or the end of the subsequent quarter. We then break down the Restatement Period into two sub-periods. Sub-Period 1 starts from the current
quarter-end to the original 13F filing date. And Sub-Period 2 starts from the original 13F filing date to the earlier of two dates: the restatement
13F filing date or the end of the subsequent quarter. We categorize restated holdings into four types: revision up, revision down, new, and complete
revision down. Definitions about different types of restated holdings are detailed in Table 1. We make some further adjustments to both new and
complete revision down restated holdings by excluding holdings around the Reporting Omission Threshold (i.e., less than 10,000 shares and market
value not greater than $200,000). The paired original holdings are holdings on the original 13F filing filed by the same institutions in the same
quarter. They are not restated in the subsequent restatement. The average daily abnormal returns during different periods are first calculated
for each portfolio and then averaged across different portfolios. In the end, we multiply the average dialy portfolio returns by 252 to yield the
annualized portfolio return. Numbers marked with ***, **, and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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N Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period Post-Restatement Period

[1] Original Portfolios 1,460 −6.806%*** −7.608%*** −7.142%*** −5.737%***
(−6.42) (−8.13) (−9.44) (−7.81)

[2] Restatement Portfolios 1,539 2.137% 3.579% 2.388% −2.765%
(0.76) (0.63) (0.60) (−1.63)

[2.1] Revision Up 794 −5.875%** −8.650%* −6.679%** −7.748%***
(−1.97) (−1.94) (−2.57) (−3.70)

[2.2] Revision Down 681 3.371% 23.254%*** 5.838%** 3.373%
(1.00) (3.08) (2.00) (1.47)

[2.3] New 907 1.822% 2.651% 1.696% −2.455%
(0.54) (0.41) (0.61) (−1.13)

[2.3.1] Not Around Threshold 870 3.521% 4.254% 4.021% −2.089%
(1.00) (0.63) (1.44) (−0.95)

[2.4] Complete Revision Down 452 1.075% −2.001% −1.161% −3.783%
(0.22) (−0.23) (−0.29) (−1.28)

[2.4.1] Not Around Threshold 419 −0.172% 0.790% 0.670% −2.411%
(−0.04) (0.09) (0.07) (−0.74)

Two Samples Comparison
[2] − [1] 8.943%*** 11.186%* 8.530%*** 2.973%

(2.97) (1.94) (3.51) (1.61)
[2.1] − [1] 0.961% −1.043% 0.462% −1.741%

(0.29) (−0.14) (0.17) (−0.81)
[2.2] − [1] 10.178%*** 30.862%*** 12.980%*** 9.110%***

(2.87) (4.06) (4.30) (3.78)
[2.3] − [1] 8.629%** 10.259% 8.838%*** 3.283%

(2.42) (1.57) (3.06) (1.43)
[2.3.1] − [1] 10.328%*** 11.861%* 11.163%*** 3.648%

(2.81) (1.75) (3.85) (1.57)
[2.4] − [1] 7.882% 5.607% 5.981% 1.954%

(1.61) (0.65) (1.46) (0.28)
[2.4.1] − [1] 6.635% 8.397% 7.812% 3.326%

(1.35) (0.93) (1.10) (0.56)
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Table IA2: Abnormal Returns: Restated Holdings of Mutual Funds and Pension Funds

This table reports the annualized DGTW benchmark-adjusted returns for restated holdings of mutual funds (in Panel A) and pension funds (in
Panel B). Restatement filings are evaluated for their abnormal performance during different periods. In particular, the Restatement Period starts
from the current quarter-end to the earlier of two dates: the restatement 13F filing date or the end of the subsequent quarter. We then break down
the Restatement Period into two sub-periods. Sub-Period 1 starts from the current quarter-end to the original 13F filing date. And Sub-Period
2 starts from the original 13F filing date to the earlier of two dates: the restatement 13F filing date or the end of the subsequent quarter. The
paired original holdings are holdings on the original 13F filing filed by the same institutions in the same quarter. They are not restated in the
ensuing restatement. The average daily DGTW benchmark-adjusted returns during different periods are first calculated for each portfolio and
then averaged across different portfolios. In the end, we multiply the average daily portfolio returns by 252 to yield the annualized portfolio return.
Numbers marked with ***, **, and * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

N Sub-Period 1 Sub-Period 2 Restatement Period Post-Restatement Period

Panel A: Mutual Funds

Original Portfolios 193 1.107% −0.005% −0.050% −0.212%
(1.18) (−0.01) (−0.11) (−0.42)

Restatement Portfolios 213 2.867% −6.878%* −1.250% 0.081%
(0.77) (−1.66) (−0.59) (0.05)

Diff: [2] − [1] 1.760% −6.873%* −1.200% 0.294%
(0.46) (−1.66) (−0.56) (0.18)

Panel B: Pension Funds

Original Portfolios 19 −0.485% −1.336% −1.156% −0.843%
(−0.16) (−1.49) (−1.13) (−1.20)

Restatement Portfolios 21 5.016% −4.452% −3.089% 2.043%
(0.73) (−0.84) (−0.70) (0.41)

Diff: [2] − [1] 5.501% −3.117% −1.933% 2.886%
(0.73) (−0.58) (−0.43) (0.57)
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